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Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: HAPPENING TONIGHT! Join us at 9pm EST! #MacroSW
https://t.co/JC3hydKXMN

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @VilissaThompson: HAPPENING TONIGHT! Join us at 9pm EST! #MacroSW
https://t.co/JC3hydKXMN

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
10 minutes til the #MacroSW chat!

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 10 minutes til the #MacroSW chat!

Aide @Aide38278342
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 10 minutes til the #MacroSW chat!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
5 minutes and then... it's #MacroSW time!! https://t.co/mrMz1C3mhQ

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 5 minutes and then... it's #MacroSW time!! https://t.co/mrMz1C3mhQ

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 10 minutes til the #MacroSW chat!
Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote" w/ @VilissaThompson and guest @Sblahov https://t.co/RovS5dhATv

Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we will be discussing the power of the #disability #vote and how social workers can support this important voting bloc. https://t.co/11azMrYNs5

RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote"…

RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we will...

RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we will...

RT @UBSSW: Did you know that almost 1 in 4 people in the U.S. have a #disability? Have more problems voting than a non-disabled person? Lea...

RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we will...

RT @Sblahov: So excited for this chat tonight and to discuss the power of the disability vote, the system barriers we need to address, and…

RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote"…

RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we will…
RovingSocialWorker J. 👤 @Travel_MSW 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I’m Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we wil…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote"…

🎉mizz_picklez 🎉 @mizzpicklezz 6 days ago
RT @AlyssaLotmore: TONIGHT! Join #MacroSW to discuss the importance of getting the disabled #vote on the minds of candidates, the barriers…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/w0tXDTNmxg #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/w0tXDTNmxg #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/w0tXDTNmxg #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov 6 days ago
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote"…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
Our Twitter chats follow a Q & A format to make it easier to be a part of the conversation. When you reply to a question, please use A1 in reply to Q1, then A2 for Q2, etc. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
#macrosw is here! https://t.co/GoONrRQ3DH

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Our Twitter chats follow a Q & A format to make it easier to be a part of the conversation. When you reply to a quest…
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #macrosw is here! https://t.co/GoONrRQ3DH

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/w0tXDTNmg #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Do remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets so that everyone can follow your comments and answers.

Aide @Aide38278342
RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we wil…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: Do remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets so that everyone can follow your comments and answers.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: Our Twitter chats follow a Q & A format to make it easier to be a part of the conversation. When you reply to a quest…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Do remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets so that everyone can follow your comments and answers.

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I’m Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we wil…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Before we begin, please introduce yourself and include the city and state (or province or another country) you’re tweeting from. If you’re a student, tell us what school you’re with!
#MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: Do remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets so that everyone can follow your comments and answers.
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Our Twitter chats follow a Q & A format to make it easier to be a part of the conversation. When you reply to a quest…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/w0tXDTNmxg #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Our Twitter chats follow a Q & A format to make it easier to be a part of the conversation. When you reply to a quest…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Before we begin, please introduce yourself and include the city and state (or province or another country) you’re twee…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
Let’s do a warm-up post for my #SWO33218 students for tonight’s #macrosw chat. Hit the “reply” button below this post and let me know you’re here! https://t.co/dpSUC2qarT

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Tonight’s chat archive will be posted later on, and the upcoming chat schedule can be found at https://t.co/3FhpS7aqyd #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Before we begin, please introduce yourself and include the city and state (or province or another country) you’re twee…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Have to shout out our awesome #MacroSW partners: @UBSSW, @acosaorg, @SunyaFolayan, @poliSW, @porndaughter, @karenzgoda, and @spcumming.

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Pat Shelly (@PatShellySSW, who joins us in chats through the @UBSSW page!) is on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight. Thank you, Pat! #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕ @TheMattSchwartz
I am Matt Schwartz, I am an Alum from the @UBSSW tweeting from Buffalo, NY tonight. I work as a Social Worker and Mental Health Counselor for a not-for-profit, and I am in private practice at the LMSW scope of practice. I am also disabled :-) #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight’s chat archive will be posted later on, and the upcoming chat schedule can be found at https://t.co/3FhpS7aqyd…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Nancy Kusmaul #macrosw regular, assistant professor @umbc @mdsocialwork, @ubssw alum, @ubittic affiliate

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Have to shout out our awesome #MacroSW partners: @UBSSW, @acosaorg, @SunyaFolayan, @poliSW, @porndaughter, @karenzgod…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Nancy Kusmaul #macrosw regular, assistant professor @umbc @mdsocialwork, @ubssw alum, @ubittic affiliate

Patience Marcus @PatienceMarcus3
Okay! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☕ @TheMattSchwartz
@nancy_kusmaul *waves hi* :-) #macrosw

👑👑 mizz_piclezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I’m Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we wil…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
My name is Sarah Blahovec, and I am the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, the longest-running cross-disability advocacy org in the country. I work on disability civic engagement issues, and I live in Alexandria, VA! #MacroSW

caitlinc @caitlin2200
@VilissaThompson I’m Caitlin I’m tweeting from West Chester University. I am a social work student and am looking forward to my first twitter chat! #macroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight's chat archive will be posted later on, and the upcoming chat schedule can be found at https://t.co/3FhpS7aqy…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

RT @VilissaThompson: Have to shout out our awesome #MacroSW partners: @UBSSW, @acosaorg, @SunyaFolayan, @poliSW, @porndaughter, @karenzgod…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

#MacroSW

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval

RT @VilissaThompson: Do remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets so that everyone can follow your comments and answers.

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

RT @VilissaThompson: Pat Shelly (@PatShellySSW, who joins us in chats through the @UBSSW page!) is on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight.…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

@Aide38278342 @VilissaThompson Welcome Aide! Your school contributes so many students to our #MacroSW chats! We love it!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

I forgot! Tweeting from Maryland tonight! #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @PatienceMarcus3: Okay! #MacroSW https://t.co/LWRk6DjMm5

Pamela Wilson @DownSynAdvocacy

RT @Sblahov: My name is Sarah Blahovec, and I am the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, the longest-running cross-disability advo…

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval

RT @VilissaThompson: Our Twitter chats follow a Q & A format to make it easier to be a part of the conversation. When you reply to a quest…
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
@Aide38278342 Welcome, Aide! So glad you joined us! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSKW 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: My name is Sarah Blahovec, and I am the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, the longest-running cross-disability advo…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
@VilissaThompson @PatShellySSW @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW So @PatShellySSW is incognito tonight! Very sneaky! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz 6 days ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @VilissaThompson @PatShellySSW @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW So @PatShellySSW is incognito tonight! Very sneaky! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz 6 days ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: I forgot! Tweeting from Maryland tonight! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz 6 days ago
@nancy_kusmaul hopefully no snow yet ;-) #macrosw

caitlinc @caitlin2200 6 days ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Chat 10/18/2018: Recognizing the Power of the Disability Vote https://t.co/j4MfUE0UrN https://t.co/1nZM8fxPco

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
@AndreaH22189817 Welcome, Andrea! #MacroSW

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
#SWO33218 students, make sure to click on Vilissa’s post and reply to her #macrosw

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Before we begin, please introduce yourself and include the city and state (or province or another country) you’re twee…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
@caitlin2200 @VilissaThompson Welcome Caitlin! We love students here! #macrosw
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@caitlin2200 Glad you are here, Caitlin! #MacroSW

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
Hello Everyone, Pardon my tweets. I am joining the #macrosw twitter chat discussing the disability vote. #socialwork #GOTV https://t.co/qemQtOxlzW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@VilissaThompson @AndreaH22189817 WElcome! #MacroSW

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
Hi I'm Adrienne an LMSW and a #UBSSW '17 Alum. I'm here to learn ❤ #MacroSW

John Carpenter's “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I'm John Halloran. I'm an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW And WE'RE HIRING if you know any high-quality ABDs/PhDs: https://t.co/sPC14q9ozS

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
Hello! My name is Brooke and I am a social work student at SUNY Oneonta following the discussions tonight! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
Welcome #SWO32218 students!!! #MacroSW is (legit) seriously happy to have you!!! Hopefully you'll fall in love with it and stick around (like I did) :-)  

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
#MacroSW

Melisande @Mmelisande
RT @VilissaThompson: HAPPENING TONIGHT! Join us at 9pm EST! #MacroSW https://t.co/JC3hydKXMN

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I'm John Halloran. I'm an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@BrookeeeLeanne Welcome :-) #macrosw

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval
RT @VilissaThompson: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/w0tXDTNmxg #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@_Believe_Women @OfficialMacroSW Welcome, Jenny! #MacroSW

Pamela Wilson @DownSynAdvocacy
RT @VilissaThompson: Our Twitter chats follow a Q & A format to make it easier to be a part of the conversation. When you reply to a quest…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @mizzpicklezz: Hi I'm Adrienne an LMSW and a #UBSSW '17 Alum. I'm here to learn ❤ #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I'm John Halloran. I'm an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@mizzpicklezz *waves hi* :-) #macrosw

Melisande @Mmmelisande
RT @newsocialworker: #MacroSW chat tonight 9 pm EST! Be there! https://t.co/oHbGbHSOzd

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@nancy_kusmaul I love Baltimore! #MacroSW😊😊

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TheMattSchwartz #macrosw https://t.co/cYo9R9kcXx

Pamela Wilson @DownSynAdvocacy
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote"…
Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Welcome #SWO32218 students!!! #MacroSW is (legit) seriously happy to have you!!! Hopefully you'll fall in love with it...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
@AucheyCarly Welcome, Carly! #MacroSW

Melisande @Mmmelisande 6 days ago
RT @UBSSW: Did you know that almost 1 in 4 people in the U.S. have a #disability? Have more problems voting than a non-disabled person? Lea...

Pamela Wilson @DownSynAdvocacy 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we wil...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Welcome #SWO32218 students!!! #MacroSW is (legit) seriously happy to have you!!! Hopefully you'll fall in love with it...

RovingSocialWorker J. J, travel social worker/LMSW, 🇺🇸, DSW student at Walden University, tweeting from MN tonight. #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov 6 days ago
RT @ProfessorT10: #SWO33218 students, make sure to click on Vilissa’s post and reply to her #macrosw https://t.co/xM0cEJSTf3

Maddy Hawkes @MaddyHawkes2 6 days ago
Hey everyone! My name is Maddy and I'm a social work student at West Chester University of Pennsylvania. This is my first chat... Excited to see how this goes! #macrosw #swo33218

Melisande @Mmmelisande 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I'm Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we wil...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
So nice to see students joining the chat tonight! #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @swhelperorg: Hello Everyone, Pardon my tweets. I am joining the #macrosw twitter chat discussing the disability vote. #socialwork #GOT…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
@VilissaThompson I am Amanda/Professor Woolston and Tweeting from Oxford, PA. I teach at West Chester University. #macrosw #SWO33218

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@JoThoHalloran @VilissaThompson Hello, John, thanks for sharing teh job opening!
#MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Tonight's #MacroSW Guest Expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov), is the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, where she works on reducing barriers and engaging people with #disabilities across the civic engagement spectrum. Welcome, Sarah!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight's #MacroSW Guest Expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov), is the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, where…

Patience Marcus @PatienceMarcus3
My name is Patience Marcus. I'm from Philadelphia, PA. A student at West Chester University. #MacroSW

J. McCullough Cosgrove, MSW @_Believe_Women
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW…

RovingSocialWorker J. 📐 @Travel_MSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @PatienceMarcus3: My name is Patience Marcus. I'm from Philadelphia, PA. A student at West Chester University. #MacroSW https://t.co/En9…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@BrookeeeLeanne Hi, glad you could join the #MacroSW chat tonight, Brooke!
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
Hi @Sblahov!! Thank you for being here!! :-) #ILoveMyILC!!! #WNYIL @WNYIL
#macrosw

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Welcome #SWO32218 students!! #MacroSW is (legit) seriously happy to have you!!! Hopefully you'll fall in love with it...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @ProfessorT10: @VilissaThompson I am Amanda/Professor Woolston and Tweeting from Oxford, PA. I teach at West Chester University. #macros...

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
@VilissaThompson I’m Dusti, a social worker from Cheyenne, Wyo. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@TheMattSchwartz Hi Matt! #macroSW

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@TheMattSchwartz Hi Matt 😊 #GotShekels? Lol #MacroSW https://t.co/BFbxGixLY6

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
Oh, I am @deonahooper, Founder and Editor-in-Chief of @swhelperorg. Glad to be here tonight #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@NajahHendricks Welcome, Najah! #MacroSW

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Have to shout out our awesome #MacroSW partners: @UBSSW, @acosaorg, @SunyaFolayan, @poliSW, @porndaughter, @karenzgod…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @TheMattSchwartz Hi Matt! #macroSW
Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

Thank you for having me here to discuss this important topic, one which happens to be one of my biggest passions in life: civic engagement and the disability community. I'm so excited to be here! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@OfficialMacroSW hello Pat :-) #macrow

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: Thank you for having me here to discuss this important topic, one which happens to be one of my biggest passions in life: civi...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

Let's dive into the questions! Q1: Why is it important for disability issues to be a part of the conversation during election seasons? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@mizzpicklezz Good to see you again, Adrienne- #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @mizzpicklezz: @TheMattSchwartz Hi Matt 😊 #GotShekels? Lol #MacroSW
https://t.co/BFbxGixLY6

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@heydusti @VilissaThompson Your Twitter handle tho! LMAO 😆 😆 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @swhelperorg: Hello Everyone, Pardon my tweets. I am joining the #macrosw twitter chat discussing the disability vote. #socialwork #GOT...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: Thank you for having me here to discuss this important topic, one which happens to be one of my biggest passions in life: civi...

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote"...
Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight's #MacroSW Guest Expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov), is the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, where...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@swhelperorg Hello Deona! Good to have you back with us (she was a founder of this #MacroSW chat!)

Melisande @Mmmelisande
RT @VilissaThompson: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/w0tXDTNmxg #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Let's dive into the questions! Q1: Why is it important for disability issues to be a part of the conversation during...

Melisande @Mmmelisande
RT @TheMattSchwartz: One hour until tonight’s @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW chat - please join me as we talk about this incredibly important to...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW♿♿ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @swhelperorg Hello Deona! Good to have you back with us (she was a founder of this #MacroSW chat!)

Kate Burton @KateBur03449393
Agreed! How can people use the system if they don't understand how to use it! #MacroSW #SWO33218

ITTIC @UBittic
Hello, this is Erin representing ITTIC tonight. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: Thank you for having me here to discuss this important topic, one which happens to be one of my biggest passions in life: civi...

Sarah Hinmon @HinmonSarah
@VilissaThompson Hi! I'm Sarah a social work major from West Chester University! #SWO33218 #MacroSW
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

Remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in your tweets for the chat, everyone! :)

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nancy_kusmaul @VilissaThompson @PatShellySSW @UBSSW hee hee hee
#MacroSW https://t.co/O0UlX9SoY7

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: Thank you for having me here to discuss this important topic, one which happens to be one of my biggest passions in life: civi...

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

A1 Disabled folks are one in six voters, one in four American adults. We are usually called “the largest minority,” but this phrase ignores that marginalized groups are not discrete but intersecting. #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

A1 cont’d: Every part of our lives are touched by policy. Education, employment, housing/transpo, healthcare, criminal justice reform, on and on. And this is especially true at the local levels, but voter turnout is lower in non-presidential years. #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

A1 cont’d: It is imperative that disabled folks weigh in and be recognized as a voting bloc like other marginalized and underrepresented groups (that we may also be a part of). We need to build mainstream consciousness about our existence. #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

A1 cont’d: people are starting to recognize that disabled people vote and care about what happens in government, but there are still ableist beliefs about whether we should participate. We need to shut those down. #MacroSW
Valerie Hawkins @librariesval
RT @VilissaThompson: Let's dive into the questions! Q1: Why is it important for disability issues to be a part of the conversation during…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
A1 Because elections have "real" consequences on "real" lives, but on those who are marginalized the most. The Disability community is hugely impacted (in terms of services, rights, and access) based on the outcomes of elections, who's in office, and ballot measures #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in your tweets for the chat, everyone! :)

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@ProfessorT10 @VilissaThompson Welcome, Professor! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight's #MacroSW Guest Expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov), is the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, where…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: A1 Disabled folks are one in six voters, one in four American adults. We are usually called "the largest minority," but this p…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: Every part of our lives are touched by policy. Education, employment, housing/transpo, healthcare, criminal justice…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: It is imperative that disabled folks weigh in and be recognized as a voting bloc like other marginalized and underr…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: people are starting to recognize that disabled people vote and care about what happens in government, but there are…
A1. It's important for these issues to be a part of the conversation because Americans with disabilities are citizens too! Disability policy is American public policy #MacroSW

RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I'm John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @Sblahov: A1 Disabled folks are one in six voters, one in four American adults. We are usually called “the largest minority,” but this p...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/dERxJOE4qh

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @VilissaThompson: Remember to use the hashtag #MacroSW in your tweets for the chat, everyone! :)

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: Every part of our lives are touched by policy. Education, employment, housing/transpo, healthcare, criminal justice…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: It is imperative that disabled folks weigh in and be recognized as a voting bloc like other marginalized and underr...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: Because elections have *real* consequences on *real* lives, but on those who are marginalized the most. The Disabil...

RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Because elections have *real* consequences on *real* lives, but on those who are marginalized the most. The Disabil...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: people are starting to recognize that disabled people vote and care about what happens in government, but there are…

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval

RT @Sblahov: Thank you for having me here to discuss this important topic, one which happens to be one of my biggest passions in life: civi…
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/dpAiti543p

RT @VilissaThompson: Let's dive into the questions! Q1: Why is it important for disability issues to be a part of the conversation during…

RT @Sblahov: A1 Disabled folks are one in six voters, one in four American adults. We are usually called “the largest minority,” but this p…

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: Every part of our lives are touched by policy. Education, employment, housing/transpo, healthcare, criminal justice…

@mizz_piclezzz @mizzpicklezz
@OfficialMacroSW Thanks #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A1 cont’d: the voter participation gap between non-disabled and disabled voters was 6% in the 2016 election, meaning that 2.2 million people with disabilities didn't vote. Source: Kruse/Schur 2016 https://t.co/bKb12u9h0A #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezzz: A1. It's important for these issues to be a part of the conversation because Americans with disabilities are citizens to…

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: It is imperative that disabled folks weigh in and be recognized as a voting bloc like other marginalized and underr…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @mizzpicklezzz: A1. It's important for these issues to be a part of the conversation because Americans with disabilities are citizens to…

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: people are starting to recognize that disabled people vote and care about what happens in government, but there are…
In 2010, the U.S. census accounted for approximately 56.7 million people (19% of the population) living with a disability. More than half of these respondents reported that their disabilities were severe. #macrosw #swo332

This! We need all people impacted by the vote to be engaged. (All of us) #macrosw

RT @nancy_kusmaul: This! We need all people impacted by the vote to be engaged. (All of us) #macrosw https://t.co/59rYCgp91b

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: It is imperative that disabled folks weigh in and be recognized as a voting bloc like other marginalized and underr...

RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: Every part of our lives are touched by policy. Education, employment, housing/transpo, healthcare, criminal justice...

RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Because elections have *real* consequences on *real* lives, but on those who are marginalized the most. The Disabil...

Remember, you can reorient yourself back to main topics and to the newest live chat posts by... -Clicking #macrosw and toggling to “latest.” -Clicking @VilissaThompson, @OfficialMacroSW, or @Sblahov to see their latest posts. #SWO33218

There are 35 million eligible voters in the US, 1 in 4 individuals in the US have a disability, last presidential election only ⅓ of ¼ voted! We overlook a quarter of our population #SWO33218 #MacroSW

Healthcare, healthcare, healthcare. Also medicaid. medicare. & the fact that more Americans go into debt or file bankruptcy b/c over medical bills. In the US it's cheaper and easier to die than stay "healthy" #MacroSW
Maddy Hawkes  @MaddyHawkes2
Disabilities are especially stigmatized in the United States. This has contributed to discrimination in health care, housing, and employment sectors. #macrosw #swo332

Vilissa Thompson  @VilissaThompson
A1: Disabled people want their voices heard - you cannot afford to ignore what is unique to us OR how disability is a part of every social issue society cares about. #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec  @Sblahov
RT @ProfessorT10: Remember, you can reorient yourself back to main topics and to the newest live chat posts by... -Clicking #macrosw and to…

#MacroSW Moderator  @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: This! We need all people impacted by the vote to be engaged. (All of us) #macrosw https://t.co/59rYCgp91b

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie  @heydusti
A1: My state has one of the fastest growing disabled-elderly populations, and Medicaid funding is pretty dismal. Affordable and Accessible housing in Wyo is nearly nonexistent, esp in rural areas. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Disabled people want their voices heard - you cannot afford to ignore what is unique to us OR how disability is a…

Maddy Hawkes  @MaddyHawkes2
A1: The Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires the provision of at least one (1) voting system at each polling place within a given jurisdiction that is accessible to people with disabilities. #macrosw #swo332

Maddy Hawkes  @MaddyHawkes2
According to HAVA, these systems must allow for the same privacy and independence that other voters receive. #macrosw #swo332

Aide  @Aide38278342
A1: IT is important because we need to accommodate certain things in order for disable individuals to have proper access. #MacroSW #SWO332
RT @MaddyHawkes2: Disabilities are especially stigmatized in the United States. This has contributed to discrimination in health care, hous...

RT @nancy_kusmaul: This! We need all people impacted by the vote to be engaged. (All of us) #macrosw https://t.co/59rYCgp91b

RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Disabled people want their voices heard - you cannot afford to ignore what is unique to us OR how disability is a...

RT @MaddyHawkes2: Disabilities are especially stigmatized in the United States. This has contributed to discrimination in health care, hous...

Question #2 is coming up shortly! #MacroSW

RT @nancy_kusmaul: In 2010, the U.S. census accounted for approximately 56.7 million people (19% of the population) living with a disability...

RT @VilissaThompson: Question #2 is coming up shortly! #MacroSW

RT @VilissaThompson: Question #2 is coming up shortly! #MacroSW

RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Because elections have *real* consequences on *real* lives, but on those who are marginalized the most. The Disabil...

RT @JasminM50041543: There are 35 million eligible voters in the US, 1 in 4 individuals in the US have a disability, last...
A1: According to Matt Vasilogambros of the Pew Charitable Trusts, many jurisdictions are returning to paper ballots this year, due to heightened cyber security concerns. #macrosw #swo332

Maddy Hawkes @MaddyHawkes2
This poses a threat to disabled American voters, as many cannot mark paper ballots without assistance. #macro #swo332

Maddy Hawkes @MaddyHawkes2
Read more about the issue here: https://t.co/pK0VNccBXX #macrosw #swo332

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@TheMattSchwartz So important! That's why it is also so necessary to address the significant barriers to voting for people with disabilities, especially multi-marginalized people with disabilities! #MacroSW

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
A1. It's important for us to recognize ability and transportant to the polls maybe a huge barrier. Absentee ballots maybe additional option for those who have difficutly getting to the polls #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @ProfessorT10: Remember, you can reorient yourself back to main topics and to the newest live chat posts by... -Clicking #macrosw and to…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MaddyHawkes2: According to HAVA, these systems must allow for the same privacy and independence that other voters receive. #macrosw #sw…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MaddyHawkes2: A1: The Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires the provision of at least one (1) voting system at each polling place with…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MaddyHawkes2: Read more about the issue here: https://t.co/pK0VNccBXX #macrosw #swo332
Excited for the chat that will be happening! #MacroSW

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
RT @MaddyHawkes2: Disabilities are especially stigmatized in the United States. This has contributed to discrimination in health care, hous...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: the voter participation gap between non-disabled and disabled voters was 6% in the 2016 election, meaning that 2.2...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: A1: Healthcare, healthcare, healthcare. Also medicaid. medicare. & the fact that more Americans go into debt or file bankru...

caitlinc @caitlin2200
A1: It is very important for disability issues to be apart of the conversation this election season. 30% of people with disabilities had trouble voting in the 2012 election. Let’s change that! #macroSW #SW033518

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MaddyHawkes2: A1: According to Matt Vasilogambros of the Pew Charitable Trusts, many jurisdictions are returning to paper ballots this...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
#This I am educated, poor/working class. I have no vehicle. I am “thankful” to have an “incredible” employer, but still - getting to the polls, even with time off from work to do so - is a challenge! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MaddyHawkes2: This poses a threat to disabled American voters, as many cannot mark paper ballots without assistance. #macrosw #swo332

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: the voter participation gap between non-disabled and disabled voters was 6% in the 2016 election, meaning that 2.2...
Janiece Staton #BoycottNRA and #BoycottRepublican @JanieceStaton 6 days ago
RT @MaddyHawkes2: Disabilities are especially stigmatized in the United States. This has contributed to discrimination in health care, hous…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! I’m Vilissa Thompson - #MacroSW chat partner & your host for tonight. This evening, we wil…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @ProfessorT10: Remember, you can reorient yourself back to main topics and to the newest live chat posts by... -Clicking #macrosw and to…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight’s #MacroSW Guest Expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov), is the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, where…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz So important! That’s why it is also so necessary to address the significant barriers to voting for people wit…

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz 6 days ago
@Travel_MSW And also anyone at any time in their life can become disabled #MacroSW

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg 6 days ago
Significant stat! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #This I am educated, poor/working class. I have no vehicle. I am *thankful* to have an *incredible* employer, but stil…

Kaitlyn Butler @Kaitlyn58514979 6 days ago
@VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A1: Everyone deserves to share how they feel! By not including/allowing people with disabilities you’re excluding a huge population of people. These issues have been around for so long, it’s about time the barriers for people with disabilities be demolished. #macrosw #SWO033218
Fun fact: $380 million in grants were disbursed for HAVA under Election Assistance Commission this year to improve security and accessibility of voting systems. They were matched with states funds. You can learn more at the @EACgov https://t.co/9nSCKXmfIw #MacroSW

RT @MaddyHawkes2: A1: The Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires the provision of at least one (1) voting system at each polling place with…

RT @caitlin2200: A1: It is very important for disability issues to be apart of the conversation this election season. 30% of people with di…

RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz So important! That's why it is also so necessary to address the significant barriers to voting for people wit…

RT @Sblahov: Fun fact: $380 million in grants were disbursed for HAVA under Election Assistance Commission this year to improve security an…

Q2: How can political candidates better educate themselves on the connection between disability and politics? How can they better engage disabled voters? #MacroSW

Good tip! Thank you! #macroSW

And also anyone at any time in their life can become disabled #MacroSW

Significant stat! #MacroSW https://t.co/hTDlV0sul8

And also anyone at any time in their life can become disabled #MacroSW

#MacroSW

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript/…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: Fun fact: $380 million in grants were disbursed for HAVA under Election Assistance Commission this year to improve security an…

Tyler Youngren @Tyler_Youngren
RT @Sblahov: A1 Disabled folks are one in six voters, one in four American adults. We are usually called “the largest minority,” but this p…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz So important! That's why it is also so necessary to address the significant barriers to voting for people wit…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Kaitlyn5814979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A1: Everyone deserves to share how they feel! By not including/allowing people with…

Carly Auchey @AucheyCarly
A1: 1 in 4 Americans have a disability, that is a significant part of the population. Visibility is important. It's not enough to “just cast an absentee ballot.” People with disability deserve the same voting experience #MacroSW #swo33218

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HinmonSarah: @VilissaThompson A1: There are 35 million eligible voters in the US, 1 in 4 individuals in the US have a disability, last…

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz So important! That's why it is also so necessary to address the significant barriers to voting for people wit…

Andrea Howell @AndreaH22189817
A:Absentee voting is inefficient in securing confidential and private voting for the disabled. Visual impairments- hard to read regular print Fine motor impairments-hard to record the vote accurately Cognitive impairments- hard to understand difficult directions #swo332 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Q2: How can political candidates better educate themselves on the connection between disability and politics? How can…
Kate Burton @KateBur03449393
19% of the population that may face issues with voting. What can we do to change that? #MacroSW #swo332

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
Transpo was a particular issue in Georgia's Randolph County when it was proposed that they shut down polling places for "ADA compliance" awhile back. Some people would have to travel up to 15 miles in an area with no public transit. Luckily, voted down! #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @Aide38278342: A1: IT is important because we need to accommodate certain things in order for disable individuals to have proper access....

Taureece Wilson @TaureeceW
A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacles https://t.co/podptkZwh3 #MacroSW @VilissaThompson

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
@OfficialMacroSW @VilissaThompson @Sblahov A surprising number of my students (all participating tonight) are brand new to Twitter! What a great first experience :) #macrosw #swo33218

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @swhelperorg: A1. It's important for us to recognize ability and transportant to the polls maybe a huge barrier. Absentee ballots maybe…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: Hello, this is Erin representing ITTIC tonight. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacl…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: Transpo was a particular issue in Georgia's Randolph County when it was proposed that they shut down polling places for "ADA c…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AucheyCarly: A1: 1 in 4 Americans have a disability, that is a significant part of the population. Visibility is important. It's not en...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@UBittic Hi, Erin! #MacroSW - (just down the street here in Buffalo)

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@VilissaThompson A2. The easiest way would be to talk about disability issues publicly. It seems like the only politicians that talk about disability policies are those who have personal experience with it. Everyone should be talking about disability issues #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
So glad they are here tonight for an important topic! :) We thank you! #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@heydusti To clarify, the gap was 6%, not the number of voters. We had around 15 million voters with disabilities if I recall correctly (correct stats in document) #MacroSW

Kassandra Mendez @Kassandra_Men
A1 Disabled persons make up 10% of the world’s population- that is enough people and votes to swing an election! People with disabilities are considered the largest minority, when they are not a minority at all. #MacroSW

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @Sblahov: Fun fact: $380 million in grants were disbursed for HAVA under Election Assistance Commission this year to improve security an...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: So glad they are here tonight for an important topic! :) We thank you! #MacroSW https://t.co/FreE90qCp0

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @VilissaThompson: So glad they are here tonight for an important topic! :) We thank you! #MacroSW https://t.co/FreE90qCp0
Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
6 days ago
@lyft is offering 50% off and free rides to the polls for underserved communities on election day. https://t.co/lBP9ZRPOU #macrosw #RidetoVote Let's make sure folks have this information as an additional option.

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
#MacroSW
6 days ago

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
6 days ago
RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacl…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
A2 they can actually listen/read what we have to say, stop talking over us and pay attention to our needs/concerns; they can subtitle their videos, and have interpreters at their events so the Deaf/deaf/HoH community can participate, they can have transcripts available #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☐️ @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
A2.1 the Disabled community has been pretty radical at times; we have an awesome history. You would think that with @NationalADAPT taking over offices in the House and Senate that “maybe” politicians would know that we exist #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/c1olqq6lNF

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
6 days ago
RT @swhelperorg: @lyft is offering 50% off and free rides to the polls for underserved communities on election day. https://t.co/lBP9ZRPOU…

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Q2: How can political candidates better educate themselves on the connection between disability and politics? How can…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
6 days ago
A2 #MacroSW First and foremost, they need to make their campaigns accessible and inclusive. This isn’t a one-time deal. This is adopting accessibility as a principle and priority of your campaign.
Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A2 cont’d #MacroSW At @NCILAdvocacy, I’ve created the first-ever guide for campaigns to understand and implement accessibility (https://t.co/gzl29y2wKW). That’s only a start, though.

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
#MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A2 cont’d #MacroSW They need to find and engage their local disability constituency. They can do this by reaching out to community orgs like their local center for independent living, Arc chapter, blindness orgs, etc

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A2 cont’d #MacroSW The people who best know what campaigns can do to include and engage them are disabled prospective voters/constituents. By doing outreach like they do for other targeted groups, they can find and engage these groups.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: Fun fact: $380 million in grants were disbursed for HAVA under Election Assistance Commission this year to improve security an…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🎯 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: Transpo was a particular issue in Georgia's Randolph County when it was proposed that they shut down polling places for "ADA c…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🎯 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @swhelperorg: @lyft is offering 50% off and free rides to the polls for underserved communities on election day. https://t.co/ltBP9ZRP0U…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
#MacroSW

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
Read here #SWO33218 #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 the Disabled community has been pretty radical at times; we have an awesome history. You would think that with @N…
Absentee voting is voting by a lot of voters, running the risk of fraud or manipulation. Ballot integrity is especially true for people who are dependent on caregivers. Votes may be cast for incorrect candidates, or the disabled may be manipulated.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 they can actually listen/read what we have to say, stop talking over us and pay attention to our needs/concerns; th…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 the Disabled community has been pretty radical at times; we have an awesome history. You would think that with @N…

Kaitlyn Butler @Kaitlyn58514979
@VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A2: Getting out and having physical communications and connections with the disabled population goes a long way. Instead of assuming what people want and need, just ask. #macrosw #SWO033218

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
Not going to lie, I get a bit of an adrenaline high from Twitter chats, though of course they can be overwhelming at times as well. Twitter was my introduction to the disability community. Welcome to your students!! #MacroSW

Pumpkin Spice Slut @baebri_97
RT @Sblahov: A1 Disabled folks are one in six voters, one in four American adults. We are usually called “the largest minority,” but this p…

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
A2: I think the Q is, how do we make politicians care? There are few and far between even to "the left" that seem to prioritize this. If we're lucky we get lumped in with Veterans, but largely remain invisible. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW They need to find and engage their local disability constituency. They can do this by reaching out to commu…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 they can actually listen/read what we have to say, stop talking over us and pay attention to our needs/concerns; th…
👑👑 mizz_picklez👑👑 @mizzpicklezz @TheMattSchwartz @NationalADAPT Now you know some representatives want to pretend that Americans with disabilities don't exist...] #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 the Disabled community has been pretty radical at times; we have an awesome history. You would think that with @N...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/OiqUkUlmOi

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @swhelperorg: @lyft is offering 50% off and free rides to the polls for underserved communities on election day. https://t.co/ltBP9ZRP0U...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 RT @Sblahov: Not going to lie, I get a bit of an adrenaline high from Twitter chats, though of course they can be overwhelming at times as...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @AndreaH22189817: Absentee voting is voting by a lot of voters, running the risk of fraud or manipulation. Ballot integrity is especiall...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @Sblahov: Transpo was a particular issue in Georgia's Randolph County when it was proposed that they shut down polling places for "ADA c...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @Travel_MSW: A2: I think the Q is, how do we make politicians care? There are few and far between even to "the left" that seem to priori...

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg RT @Kaitlyn58514979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A2: Getting out and having physical communications and connections with the disabled...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson A2: One way is to hire disabled people to be a part of their political campaigns so that they will be knowledgeable about our issues and lessen mishaps of using terms & language that are outdated. #MacroSW
Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
@Sblahov Thank you for the warm welcome! We are excited to learn from you and @VilissaThompson #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/XccNDTEKX2

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacl…

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW 6 days ago
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson A2. The easiest way would be to talk about disability issues publicly. It seems like the only politician…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
#MacroSW

Khaled Alrasheedi @kyalrasheedi 6 days ago
A1: because they are a part of the country and have the same rights. Being a person with a disability does not make you any different. #MacroSw #SWO32218

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: One way is to hire disabled people to be a part of their political campaigns so that they will be knowledgeable ab…

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW 6 days ago
RT @swhelperorg: @lyft is offering 50% off and free rides to the polls for underserved communities on election day. https://t.co/ltBP9ZRP0U…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov 6 days ago
It is great that @lyft is providing this service, but Lyft, like other rider apps (cough cough @Uber) have issues with providing accessible services consistently or at all. They have not said that they will offer accessible rides to polls which is a shame. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 they can actually listen/read what we have to say, stop talking over us and pay attention to our needs/concerns; th…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/2wQCH42iWY

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/2wQCH42iWY

Kelly Green @brandcoachkelly
RT @MaddyHawkes2: A1: The Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires the provision of at least one (1) voting system at each polling place with…

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@Travel_MSW It should start with understanding that American citizens are diverse in a myriad of ways...#MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 the Disabled community has been pretty radical at times; we have an awesome history. You would think that with @N…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: One way is to hire disabled people to be a part of their political campaigns so that they will be knowledgeable ab…

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @Sblahov: A2 #MacroSW First and foremost, they need to make their campaigns accessible and inclusive. This isn’t a one-time deal. This i…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📈 @TheMattSchwartz
A2.3 It’s more than just having a “feel good” candidates night. It’s about being *with* us year round. Polis can’t just claim to be an ally, the community has to regard them as such, and for that to happen, they have to hit the streets with us as we wheel, walk & roll #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW At @NCILAdvocacy, I’ve created the first-ever guide for campaigns to understand and implement accessibility…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @Travel_MSW: A2: I think the Q is, how do we make politicians care? There are few and far between even to "the left" that seem to priori…
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW They need to find and engage their local disability constituency. They can do this by reaching out to commu...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Disabled people want their voices heard - you cannot afford to ignore what is unique to us OR how disability is a...

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A2: Getting out and having physical communications and connections with the disabled...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW The people who best know what campaigns can do to include and engage them are disabled prospective voters/c...

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
A2. Unfortunately, in the social media and cable news era, politicians like the big rallies as a means to connect with constituencies and many populations are going underrepresented. #macrosw

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
A2: Seeking out and talking to people with disabilities (not their parents or carers, not abled volunteers or NGO staff) would be a very good start. #MacroSW https://t.co/htgeoSkMcF

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @VilissaThompson: Q2: How can political candidates better educate themselves on the connection between disability and politics? How can...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A2: Getting out and having physical communications and connections with the disabled...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 It’s more than just having a “feel good” candidates night. It’s about being “with” us year round. Polis can’t jus...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 It's more than just having a "feel good" candidates night. It's about being *with* us year round. Polis can't jus...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @swhelperorg: A2: Unfortunately, in the social media and cable news era, politicians like the big rallies as a means to connect with con...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OccupyDisabled: A2: Seeking out and talking to people with disabilities (not their parents or carers, not abled volunteers or NGO staff…

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
A2 They can start by responding to voters and advocates who say to them, “Here’s some facts about disabilities and disabled voters.” They can reach out to CILs, ask how to best hold town hall-style meetings for our communities. #MacroSW

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
A2-2 I know so many of us get tired of educating abled communities for free, but sometimes you can catch a listening ear. Plant these social media and postcard seeds. #MacroSW

Andrea Howell @AndreaH22189817
A2: One Solution- Allowing the disabled to obtain a permanent absentee voter status would alleviate some of the burden instead of applying for one at every election. #SWO332 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚰️ @TheMattSchwartz
A2.4 as @mizzpicklezz points out, we are incredibly diverse: and many of us are multiple kinds of minority. Rather than "culture competency" maybe learning cultural humility would also be a great starting place #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Question #3 will be given in 1 minute! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 as @mizzpicklezz points out, we are incredibly diverse: and many of us are multiple kinds of minority. Rather th…
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @mizzpicklezz: @TheMattSchwartz @NationalADAPT Now you know some representatives want to pretend that Americans with disabilities don’t…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: Question #3 will be given in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
#MacroSW

Taureece Wilson @TaureeceW
@VilissaThompson Q2 - By finding ways to listen to the voting experiences of the disabled. They can make more accessible technology and by modifying to fit the needs of the disabled. #macrosw https://t.co/J242uMXgLv

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@OccupyDisabled You hit the nail on the head. Too many times Americans with disabilities are treated as if they are invisible. I watched it happen many times with my brother. #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
YES! I've seen some alleged "disability rights organizations" talk about parents and caregivers as if they ARE the disability and include them in their voting statistics. They of course have overlapping interests but they do not speak for us! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 as @mizzpicklezz points out, we are incredibly diverse: and many of us are multiple kinds of minority. Rather tha…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Question #3 will be given in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
@lyft I think if a corporation is willing to take this step... they maybe open to connecting with disability groups who can guide them in doing correctly. I think many people and companies are afraid of getting it wrong. #MacroSW
Including the voice of the person by hiring a person with a disability to the political campaign is a great example of the TIC principle/value of collaboration. #macrosw

@mizzpicklezz

©️ mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@VilissaThompson We’re flying tonight #MacroSW

Sarah Hinmon @HinmonSarah
@Sblahov A2: I agree, it begins locally by candidates making an effort to reach out and learn more about different disabilities. Studies show that individuals with a disability care more about elections than those who don't have one. These votes can sway an election #SWO33218 #MacroSW

James Bell @ItsJBThree
RT @MaddyHawkes2: Disabilities are especially stigmatized in the United States. This has contributed to discrimination in health care, hous...

Carly Auchey @AucheyCarly
A2- candidates can actually talk to people with a disability, instead of assuming they know what’s best. Also they can try to be inclusive in their advertisements, like using subtitles to reach more people #MacroSW #swo33218

©️ mizz_picklezz ©️ mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz

#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @TheMattSchwartz @NationalADAPT Now you know some representatives want to pretend that Americans with disabilities don’t...

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber I'm not sure. I know that @Uber has some limited service in the DC area where I live near, but not far enough to reach my friends who live close by in the Northern VA suburbs. Not sure about @Lyft at all. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson We’re flying tonight #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @UBittic: Including the voice of the person by hiring a person with a disability to the political campaign is a great example of the TIC...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @HimmonSarah: @Sblahov A2: I agree, it begins locally by candidates making an effort to reach out and learn more about different disabilities...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/NHaFb8Gk7

Nov 6th is Black Fri for Democracy except on Tues. @tummler10 6 days ago
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A2: Getting out and having physical communications and connections with the disabled...

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz 6 days ago
@Sblahov The client is the expert in ALL THE THINGS #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @UBittic: Including the voice of the person by hiring a person with a disability to the political campaign is a great example of the TIC...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A2: Getting out and having physical communications and connections with the disabled...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: YES! I've seen some alleged "disability rights organizations" talk about parents and caregivers as if they ARE the disability...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A2 #MacroSW First and foremost, they need to make their campaigns accessible and inclusive. This isn't a one-time deal. This l...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont'd #MacroSW At @NCILAdvocacy, I've created the first-ever guide for campaigns to understand and implement accessibility...
Jasmin Mendez @JasminM50041543
@VilissaThompson They can do so by actually being around that population, and to stop looking at them as just a marginalized group. More disabled voters could possibly vote if they felt like they were actually cared about and that their votes mattered personally to political candidates. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW They need to find and engage their local disability constituency. They can do this by reaching out to commu…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW The people who best know what campaigns can do to include and engage them are disabled prospective voters/c…

Nov 6th is Black Fri for Democracy except on Tues. @tummler10
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: One way is to hire disabled people to be a part of their political campaigns so that they will be knowledgeable ab…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
Disability organizations, including @NCILAdvocacy have been working on this and have subcommittees working on it. Unfortunately, some issues have had to be resolved through litigation. These programs have a long way to go to being accessible. #MacroSW

Nov 6th is Black Fri for Democracy except on Tues. @tummler10
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/2wQCH42iWY

Dr. Tracy Wharton @trcharisse
RT @swhelperorg: @lyft is offering 50% off and free rides to the polls for underserved communities on election day. https://t.co/ltBP9ZRP0U…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: A2 #MacroSW First and foremost, they need to make their campaigns accessible and inclusive. This isn’t a one-time deal. This i…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW At @NCILAdvocacy, I’ve created the first-ever guide for campaigns to understand and implement accessibility…
spoopy local witch @kingdomofwench 6 days ago

RT @VilissaThompson: A2: One way is to hire disabled people to be a part of their political campaigns so that they will be knowledgeable ab…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz 6 days ago

@Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @Uber and @lyft are also problematic for disabled voters tho; many of their smaller cars cannot fit my walker (even when folded up) and I often have to pay the mini-van/SUV rate (which can be hard to get into, and is sometimes WAY more expensive. Fine for those with 1/2 #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago

Q3: How does barriers to voting impact the ability of disabled people to have their voices heard as an important voting bloc? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago

RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW They need to find and engage their local disability constituency. They can do this by reaching out to commu…

spoopy local witch @kingdomofwench 6 days ago

RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 they can actually listen/read what we have to say, stop talking over us and pay attention to our needs/concerns; th…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago

RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW The people who best know what campaigns can do to include and engage them are disabled prospective voters/c…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago

@Sblahov There is also an assumption that parents and caregivers have the same views as the person with the disability and this may not be the case. #macrosw

spoopy local witch @kingdomofwench 6 days ago

RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 the Disabled community has been pretty radical at times; we have an awesome history. You would think that with @N…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz 6 days ago

@Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Some mobility, but if I'm in an RA/FM flareup that day, forget about it. We need "real" transportation options, nationwide. #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: Disability organizations, including @NCILAdvocacy have been working on this and have subcommittees working on it. Unfortunatel…

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
@AndreaH22189817 What a great idea for those who decide that's best for them! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Q3: How does barriers to voting impact the ability of disabled people to have their voices heard as an important votin…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
@VilissaThompson . A1 Our daily community, institutional, and political spaces are not built to wholly include what it means to be human. Until this happens, all candidates need to include ability in their platforms to do their part to bring the world we deserve into fruition #macrosw #sw033218

spoopy liminal nest @UntoNuggan
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 they can actually listen/read what we have to say, stop talking over us and pay attention to our needs/concerns; th…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Q3: How does barriers to voting impact the ability of disabled people to have their voices heard as an important votin…

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
RT @caitlin2200: @VilissaThompson They can educated themselves by actually spending time with individuals that have a disability and engage…

Andrea Howell @AndreaH22189817
Example- Ohio has a no-excuse outlook to voting by absentee ballot, however, the law requires the absentee request to be completed in writing. This poses challenges to individuals with visual, cognitive, and fine motor skill impairments. #MacroSW #sw0332

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ProfessorT10: @VilissaThompson . A1 Our daily community, institutional, and political spaces are not built to wholly include what it me…
Q2: Politicians should start engaging people with disabilities as a powerful voting block instead of a minority. The number of people with disabilities who were eligible to vote surpassed the number of eligible Black and Latino voters. https://t.co/wG0JPj6rCA #MacroSW #SWO33218

A1: Disability as a voting issue & topic is central to many people but also central to healthcare policy & safetynet systems as well. #MacroSW

A2: They can educated themselves by actually spending time with individuals that have a disability and engage with them through questions that will help better understand what their struggles are when dealing with the voting process. #SWO33518 #macroSW

@TheMattSchwartz
A3 we aren't counted, and we lose our collective power to be a force for change. We need, especially in these trying times, to maximize our power to ensure that those who come after us have less of a struggle #MacroSW

This is so important to help this community to be informed and reached during campaigns. It would help candidates to build rapport and engage constituents with a disability #MacroSW #swo33218

Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They have not listened to us - too many articles have been written about this for them to care. #MacroSW
**Emily Suess** @EmilySuess 6 days ago
RT @OccupyDisabled: A2: Seeking out and talking to people with disabilities (not their parents or carers, not abled volunteers or NGO staff…

**Social Work Helper** @swhelperorg 6 days ago
This is important...to ensure those with a disability who need assistance have autonomy in casting their vote. #macrosw

**Dr. Nancy Kusmaul** @nancy_kusmaul @andrewh3221 6 days ago
Don't forget about intersectionality- people with disabilities can be Black, Latino, and every other possible group. #macrosw

**Dolly Madison** 📸 @dollymad1812 6 days ago
RT @MaddyHawkes2: Disabilities are especially stigmatized in the United States. This has contributed to discrimination in health care, hous…

**ITTIC** @UBittic 6 days ago
A3: Voting methods reduce accessibility for some ppl w/disabilities & sending the message that their voice is not wanted, a trauma-informed approach would take the physical environment & accessibility into consideration to avoid retraumatization. https://t.co/m8hpqB0gsl #macrosw

**Matthew J Shochat** @MJShochat 6 days ago
RT @swhelperorg: This is important...to ensure those with a disability who need assistance have autonomy in casting their vote. #macrosw ht…

**Melisande** @Mmelisande 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: Thank you for having me here to discuss this important topic, one which happens to be one of my biggest passions in life: civi…

**Dr. Nancy Kusmaul** @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @Mmelisande: A1: Disability as a voting issue & topic is central to many people but also central to healthcare policy & safetynet syste…

**👑👑 mizz_picklezζ 👑👑** @mizzpicklezz 6 days ago
RT @AndreaH22189817: Example- Ohio has a no-excuse outlook to voting by absentee ballot, however, the law requires the absentee request to…
The voting process is inherently inaccessible, from registration through casting a ballot. @ACLU found that all but one state online voter reg site in 2014 were inaccessible.

A3 cont'd #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a barrier, compared to only 8.4% nondisabled voters.

These barriers include: inaccessible voter reg and election websites/sample ballots; voter ID laws; barriers into polling places (parking issues, unclear signs, inaccessible buildings)...

A3 cont’d #MacroSW poll workers are biggest barrier, as they may not know how to interact with the accessible polling equipment or try to police who can vote based on perception of disability (illegal)

These challenges are now being compounded by a push to return to hand-marked paper ballots and away from accessible equipment due to security concerns.

Local disability advocates are working on addressing these issues in their local election systems, but a ton of work needs to be done locally and nationally for accessible elections.

Some people turn to mail-in as a more accessible system. For some folks it is, but for some with blindness/low vision/mobility issues, they may not be able to privately and independently vote via mail-in.

This is important...to ensure those with a disability who need assistance have autonomy in casting their vote. #macrosw
Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

Patience Marcus @PatienceMarcus3
@nekeata @VilissaThompson Exactly! #MacroSW

Kate Burton @KateBur03449393
@Sblahov Wow that's scary that it would even be offered up. I can only imagine how many people would make the choice not to vote after that, but also how many wouldn't be able to make it. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
#MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Hi #macroSW https://t.co/DVA8Jz878H

Dolly Madison 🖊️ @dollymad1812
RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacl…

Taureece Wilson @TaureeceW
@HinmonSarah @Sblahov I agree! If candidates can find ways to reach the disabled community and listen to their voting experiences, they can begin to offer and concoct relevant solutions that make the voting process more inclusive! #macrosw

John Carpenter's “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@VilissaThompson A3: Not just mechanics of voting, but representation policy: Geographic representation dilutes the ability of disabled folks to vote as a bloc. If we had nationwide proportional voting, the disabled folks would have more power to form a bloc. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW♿️♿️ @TheMattSchwartz
#THIIIIIIS @WNYIL worked "SO HARD" to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've had acute flareups and had to use my wheelchair instead of rollator I had a driver try and refuse me service "BECAUSE HE DIDN'T WANT TO PUT HIS SEAT DOWN" #MacroSW
Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 we aren't counted, and we lose our collective power to be a force for change. We need, especially in these trying t…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont'd #MacroSW these barriers include: inaccessible voter reg and election websites/sample ballots; voter ID laws; barrier…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @AucheyCarly: This is so important to help this community to be informed and reached during campaigns. It would help candidates to build…

Khaled Alrasheedi @kyalrasheedi
A2: To learn more about what people with disabilities need, politicians should talk more with people with disabilities because they are the ones that are facing all the difficulties. #MacroSW #SWO33218

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: A3 #MacroSW The voting process is inherently inaccessible, from registration through casting a ballot. @ACLU found that all bu…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Sblahov @VilissaThompson @NCILAdvocacy These are great guides! Esp. liked the part about keeping tech clear and accessible! And hiring people with disabilities onto your campaign staff! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/kAq6ng93SF

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…
Heather Ure @riotheatherrr 6 days ago
RT @OccupyDisabled: A2: Seeking out and talking to people with disabilities (not their parents or carers, not able volunteers or NGO staff…

Jasmin Mendez @JasminM50041543 6 days ago
@VilissaThompson A3: They could feel as if they are unimportant and that their votes do not matter. All these barriers makes it a lot harder for them, and I can imagine frustrating to say the least, when they just want to practice their basic voting right. #MacroSW #SWO33218

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha…

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg 6 days ago
These folks literally used their bodies to remind politicians who they work for: https://t.co/gKmTPVnvvL #macrosw

Kassandra Mendez @Kassandra_Men 6 days ago
A3 Booths should be more accessible to everyone, because what about the people who need to use a ramp or elevator, and there are none in the building where the polling booths are? And more trained specialists (trained to help and communicate with disabled persons).#SWO332 #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha…

Chronically Fabulous Feefs @LeFeefs 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A1: Everyone deserves to share how they feel! By not including/allowing people with…

Gianna Puliti @GiannaPuliti 6 days ago
@VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW those with disabilities have a voice that need to be heard, voting is a fundamental right #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/kAq6ng93SF

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson A3: Not just mechanics of voting, but representation policy: Geographic representation dilutes the abil...

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@VilissaThompson Q3. Access is everything. Especially with regard to voting. Americans with disabilities can be discouraged in becoming civically engaged if there are barriers to accessing the ballot box. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A3: Voting methods reduce accessibility for some ppl w/disabilities & sending the message that their voice is not wanted, a tr...

Kaitlyn Butler @Kaitlyn58514979
It’s also important to recognize how these barriers impact someone emotionally. A right everyone has and you’re unable to because you cannot get in to door? It's absolutely crushing #macrosw #SW0033218

spoopy local witch @kingdomofwench
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AndreaH22189817: Example- Ohio has a no-excuse outlook to voting by absentee ballot, however, the law requires the absentee request to...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @swhelperorg: This is important...to ensure those with a disability who need assistance have autonomy in casting their vote. #macrosw ht...

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
There was a national outcry and responses @ACLUofGA and also disability groups like Georgia SILC, Arc, @revupgeorgia, @adaptgazan about the blatant use of the ADA to suppress voters of color. This luckily stopped it from going forward but tactic is being used elsewhere. #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha...

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont'd #MacroSW some people turn to mail-in as a more accessible system. For some folks it is, but for some with blindness/…

Elsa Sjunneson-Henry, Fancy Cyclops @snarkbat 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha...

Nona @neauxna 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav...

Knight2017 @Knight201701 6 days ago
RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacl…

Maryboo!th 🌟 @empressmarybeth 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha...

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A3 #MacroSW The voting process is inherently inaccessible, from registration through casting a ballot. @ACLU found that all bu…

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

👑 mizzpicklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz 6 days ago
@Kassandra_Men EXACTLY. Because for some reason in TWENTY EIGHTEEN there are STILL inaccessible buildings 😳 😞 #MacroSW

👑 mizzpicklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz 6 days ago
RT @Kassandra_Men: A3 Booths should be more accessible to everyone, because what about the people who need to use a ramp or elevator, and t…
Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW these barriers include: inaccessible voter reg and election websites/sample ballots; voter ID laws; barrier…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
Many people get the idea to run for office after they volunteer or work as staff on campaigns. We need these positions to be accessible not just so that we can participate, but so that we can build up emerging leaders through these opportunities! #MacroSW

John Carpenter’s “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
@Kaitlyn58514979 And if you can’t get in the door, is it really a right? #MacroSW

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
A3 I’m guessing many politicians check the voter rolls to see if a person making a complaint or suggestion voted in the most recent election. And if you’re not a voter, you offer nothing of value in the eyes of some. #MacroSW

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
A3-2 Voting may also be the most impactful way to make a lasting statement. #MacroSW

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW poll workers are biggest barrier, as they may not know how to interact with the accessible polling equipment…

jiyounjennapark @jiyounjennapark
Q1. In 2016, 62.7 million eligible voters, more than 25 percent of the total electorate, had a disability or had a household member with one. Candidates have overlooked their voting power. They are powerful to make different communities, policies, and worlds #macrosw #swo33218

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @swhelperorg: These folks literally used their bodies to remind politicians who they work for: https://t.co/gKmTPVnvwL #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@newsocialworker Hi, Linda! glad you could join us - The New Social Worker Magazine @newsocialworker is our #MacroSW media partner,
Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW these challenges are now being compounded by a push to return to hand-marked paper ballots and away from ac…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: It's also important to recognize how these barriers impact someone emotionally. A right everyone has and you're unable…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Kassandra_Men: A3 Booths should be more accessible to everyone, because what about the people who need to use a ramp or elevator, and t…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚔 @TheMattSchwartz
Akiva’s upset she can’t be on my keyboard while I'm on the #MacroSW chat #Tortitude https://t.co/JhDVmSEehS

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
https://t.co/2kbkHDV4tv I was listening to this podcast today and they mentioned how many different voting machines exist (google it and see!). It makes it more important to address accessibility both locally and systematically. #macrosw

Sophia Chester @SophiaTheAuthor
RT @VilissaThompson: HAPPENING TONIGHT! Join us at 9pm EST! #MacroSW https://t.co/JC3hydKXMN

R.S. Williams @WilliamsWrite
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha…

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @JoThoHalloran: @Kaitlyn58514979 And if you can’t get in the door, is it really a right? #MacroSW

andrewh332 @andrewh3221
A3: Barriers stopping people who are disabled from voting have a significant impact towards suppressing the vote. If people with disabilities voted at the same rate as people without disabilities in 2012 there would have been an additional 3 million votes cast #MacroSW #SWO33218
Gianna Puliti @GiannaPuliti
@VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW understanding and working with the ADA to make policies more effective #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: https://t.co/2kbkHDV4tv I was listening to this podcast today and they mentioned how many different voting machines exis...

Valerie Hawkins @librariesval
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Akiva’s upset she can’t be on my keyboard while I’m on the #MacroSW chat #Tortitude https://t.co/JhDVmSEehS

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: Many people get the idea to run for office after they volunteer or work as staff on campaigns. We need these positions to be a...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: There was a national outcry and responses @ACLUofGA and also disability groups like Georgia SILC, Arc, @revupgeorgia, @adaptga...

👑 mizzpicklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: https://t.co/2kbkHDV4tv I was listening to this podcast today and they mentioned how many different voting machines exis...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: It’s also important to recognize how these barriers impact someone emotionally. A right everyone has and you’re unable...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Kassandra_Men: A3 Booths should be more accessible to everyone, because what about the people who need to use a ramp or elevator, and t...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @swhelperorg: These folks literally used their bodies to remind politicians who they work for: https://t.co/gKmTPVnvwL #macrosw
Sophia Chester @SophiaTheAuthor 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Let's dive into the questions! Q1: Why is it important for disability issues to be a part of the conversation during…

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti 6 days ago
A3-3 Disenfranchisement can lead to disengagement. Barriers to voting should be eliminated as soon as they're discovered. There is no excuse for letting them linger. #MacroSW

caitlinc @caitlin2200 6 days ago
I agree Kaitlyn! Everyone deserves a voice and the fact that a huge percent of our population is not able to share their voice is dehumanizing! And like you said this issue has been going on for too long! #weneedchange #macroSW #SW033518

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz 6 days ago
RT @andrewh3221: A3: Barriers stopping people who are disabled from voting have a significant impact towards suppressing the vote. If peopl…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
2 minutes until Question #4! #MacroSW

PJN @unicornsrfun 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov 6 days ago
A3 if you want an excellent example of a local election office working on accessibility (both disability and language-wise), look at @Vote4DC. @TerricaJennings, Alice Miller are doing exceptional work on inclusion and accessibility. #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW At @NCILAdvocacy, I’ve created the first-ever guide for campaigns to understand and implement accessibility…

Kassandra Mendez @Kassandra_Men 6 days ago
A3 cont. Many don’t empathize with the disabled community. Disabled persons face the stigma whenever they go to vote, and this isolation can make an individual feel unwanted. #SWO332 #MacroSW
Abby @socialworknerd_ 6 days ago
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the #MacroSW chat - tonight we'll on the handle - tune in for "Recognizing the Power of the #Disability Vote"…

Sarah Hinmon @HinmonSarah 6 days ago
@Kassandra_Men A3: Nearly ⅔ of the 137 polling places inspected on Election Day 2016 had at least one impediment to people with disabilities!! (Vasilogambros) Many places have more than one too as you mentioned. Lots of people don't want the hassle of going to vote. #SWO332 #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @andrewh3221: A3: Barriers stopping people who are disabled from voting have a significant impact towards suppressing the vote. If peopl…

Taureece Wilson @TaureeceW 6 days ago
If candidates found ways to connect with the disabled population in ways that they can be exposed to accounts of voting experiences. They can then begin to offer and concoct relevant solutions to the voting process that make it more inclusive for the disabled #MacroSW

Aide @Aide38278342 6 days ago
There is a huge impact because if these barriers are interfering with the voter than their voices are not be heard. It is if these individuals were not important to system and it shouldn't be like that! There needs to accommodations. #MacroSW #SWO332

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A3 if you want an excellent example of a local election office working on accessibility (both disability and language-wise), I…

Jasmin Mendez @JasminM50041543 6 days ago
RT @Kassandra_Men: A3 Booths should be more accessible to everyone, because what about the people who need to use a ramp or elevator, and t…

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg 6 days ago
Writing an article and having disability advocacy reach out to them is not the same thing IMO. Sometimes people don't get it, but we always have to reapproach because we may approach at another time they are more open to listening. #macrosw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@TaureeceW Absolutely! I'm just not sure there are *many* candidates who *want* to
#MacroSW

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: YES! I've seen some alleged "disability rights organizations" talk about
parents and caregivers as if they ARE the disability…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @andrewh3221: A3: Barriers stopping people who are disabled from voting have a
significant impact towards suppressing the vote. If peopl…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to
agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: 2 minutes until Question #4! #MacroSW

JHRPieper @John_H_R_Pieper
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW A1: Everyone deserves
to share how they feel! By not including/allowing people with…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: A3 if you want an excellent example of a local election office working on
accessibility (both disability and language-wise), I…

👑👑 mizz_picklezzez @mizzpicklezz
RT @HimonSarah: @Kassandra_Men A3: Nearly ⅔ of the 137 polling places inspected
on Election Day 2016 had at least one impediment to people…

JHRPieper @John_H_R_Pieper
RT @JoThoHalloran: @Kaitlyn58514979 And if you can’t get in the door, is it really a
right? #MacroSW

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
RT @Sblahov: A3 if you want an excellent example of a local election office working on
accessibility (both disability and language-wise), I…
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
6 days ago
RT @swhelperorg: Writing an article and having disability advocacy reach out to them is not the same thing IMO. Sometimes people don’t get…

Abby @socialworknerd_
6 days ago
Arriving late to the #MacroSW chat tonight 😊 I’m Abby, Penn MSW student in macro concentration!

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
6 days ago
RT @caitlin2200: I agree Kaitlyn! Everyone deserves a voice and the fact that a huge percent of our population is not able to share their v…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
6 days ago
RT @HinmonSarah: @Kassandra_Men A3: Nearly ⅔ of the 137 polling places inspected on Election Day 2016 had at least one impediment to people…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
6 days ago
@VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illegal). This has happened to him multiple times. Some folks have even tried to drive away while passenger w/ svc dog gets in, injuring them. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
@socialworknerd_ whenever you get here is just on time, welcome! #macrosw

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
6 days ago
RT @HinmonSarah: @Kassandra_Men A3: Nearly ⅔ of the 137 polling places inspected on Election Day 2016 had at least one impediment to people…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
6 days ago
RT @caitlin2200: I agree Kaitlyn! Everyone deserves a voice and the fact that a huge percent of our population is not able to share their v…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz
6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg…
Karen Devine @karendevine84
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: It’s also important to recognize how these barriers impact someone emotionally. A right everyone has and you’re unable…

AshIEEE Shhh,Ew @ashleyshoo
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg…

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @newsocialworker Hi, Linda! glad you could join us - The New Social Worker Magazine @newsocialworker is our #MacroSW…

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
This is exactly right! #macrosw

Gianna Puliti @GiannaPuliti
@VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW barriers to voting express the message “you’re not wanted here” which discourages voters #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg…

Karen Devine @karendevine84
RT @andrewh3221: A3: Barriers stopping people who are disabled from voting have a significant impact towards suppressing the vote. If peopl…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg…

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @socialworknerd_ whenever you get here is just on time, welcome! #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @swhelperorg: Writing an article and having disability advocacy reach out to them is not the same thing IMO. Sometimes people don't get…
Jasmin Mendez @JasminM50041543
6 days ago
@mizzpicklezz @Kassandra_Men It makes me feel as if this occurs on purpose in order to not have them heard, since they really aren't a small population and are enough to swing a vote like you said...#conspiracy #MacroSW #swo33218

Abby @socialworknerd_
6 days ago
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
6 days ago
RT @GiannaPuliti: @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW understanding and working with the ADA to make policies more effective #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
6 days ago
Q4: How can social workers better support candidates with disabilities running for office? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
6 days ago
RT @TaureeceW: If candidates found ways to connect with the disabled population in ways that they can be exposed to accounts of voting expe…

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
6 days ago
RT @heydusti: A3-3 Disenfranchisement can lead to disengagement. Barriers to voting should be eliminated as soon as they’re discovered. The…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
6 days ago
RT @Kaitlyn58514979: It’s also important to recognize how these barriers impact someone emotionally. A right everyone has and you’re unable…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
6 days ago
There are entire coalitions working on getting Uber and Lyft to become accessible. There has been litigation after litigation. There is a concerted effort in the disability community to get them to become accessible and they don’t respond. #MacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Q4: How can social workers better support candidates with disabilities running for office? #MacroSW

I agree. If people with disabilities are discouraged to vote due to barriers, I would assume that they wouldn't want to go forward to make a complaint or suggestion. #MacroSW #SWO33218

RT @VilissaThompson: Let's dive into the questions! Q1: Why is it important for disability issues to be a part of the conversation during... #MacroSW

This is exactly right! #macrosw https://t.co/N4VdMViCAG

Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav... #MacroSW

Another issue to consider when working with people who have limited energy every day, getting to the polls can take a lot of "spoons" #MacroSW https://t.co/MH1a0UNbw8
Lindy #IStandWithVictimsOfAbuse @sexygirl798
RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstac…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: Every part of our lives are touched by policy. Education, employment, housing/transpo, healthcare, criminal justice…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: It is imperative that disabled folks weigh in and be recognized as a voting bloc like other marginalized and underr…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🇺🇸 @TheMattSchwartz
A4 I think this is my go to answer, but I think it's because it works: ask, "How can I be helpful?" and then listen! Disabled people *know* what they can do, and *know* how they need assistance! WE'LL LET YOU KNOW! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🇺🇸 @TheMattSchwartz
A4.1 We just need people who are willing to help and not create inspiration porn out of it #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: people are starting to recognize that disabled people vote and care about what happens in government, but there are…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 Because elections have *real* consequences on *real* lives, but on those who are marginalized the most. The Disabil…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: A1. It's important for these issues to be a part of the conversation because Americans with disabilities are citizens to…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/2fLAOmzsHn

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: the voter participation gap between non-disabled and disabled voters was 6% in the 2016 election, meaning that 2.2…
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 6 days ago
Your response is inappropriate on this issue. Not only articles have been written, but also LAWSUITS. Listen to disabled voices on this - we know better than you do about inaccessible ride-share companies. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @Travel_MSW: another issue to consider when working with people who have limited energy every day, getting to the polls can take a lot o...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.1 We just need people who are willing to help and not create inspiration porn out of it #MacroSW

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
#macrosw #SWO33218

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/2fLAOmzsHn

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 I think this is my go to answer, but I think it's because it works: ask, "How can I be helpful?" and then listen! D...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: people are starting to recognize that disabled people vote and care about what happens in government, but there are...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: It is imperative that disabled folks weigh in and be recognized as a voting bloc like other marginalized and underr...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont’d: Every part of our lives are touched by policy. Education, employment, housing/transpo, healthcare, criminal justice...

mediate4u @mediate4ueu 6 days ago
RT @swhelperorg: This is exactly right! #macrosw https://t.co/N4VdMVicAG
Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @Sblahov: A1 Disabled folks are one in six voters, one in four American adults. We are usually called “the largest minority," but this p…

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 I think this is my go to answer, but I think it's because it works: ask, "How can I be helpful?" and then listen! D…

Sarah Hinmon @HinmonSarah
So many individuals have difficulty getting into the door! Lots of ramps are unequipped for wheelchairs and there are fall hazards. Aside from that lots of buildings don't have ramps. My local polling place doesn't making it impossible! #SWO33218 #MacroSW

Indivisible WA 9 @Indivisible_WA9
RT @mizzpicklez: @VilissaThompson Q3. Access is everything. Especially with regard to voting. Americans with disabilities can be discourag…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A4 #MacroSW Ask them! Candidates themselves will know best how someone can support their work. This could mean helping with finding information or problem-solving to make campaign practices accessible

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A4 cont’d #MacroSW A great place to start in general is connecting prospective candidates to information and training on campaign skills. @NCILAdvocacy will soon be launching a page of this consolidated info.

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A4 cont’d #MacroSW Also, work on addressing any ableist attitudes that the community may have about the candidate’s capacity to serve in elected office. Unfortunately, disability stereotypes may impact views of the candidate.

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A4 cont’d #MacroSW The best thing for someone to do is to take a supporting role and accept leadership from the disabled candidate. To get around many access issues in campaigns, they will likely need your collaboration.

Kate Burton @KateBur03449393
@nancy_kusmaul @Sblahov This is important! We need to give people with disabilities the best change to voice their own opinions. #MacroSW
Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.1 We just need people who are willing to help and not create inspiration porn out of it #MacroSW

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @Sblahov: A1 cont'd: the voter participation gap between non-disabled and disabled voters was 6% in the 2016 election, meaning that 2.2…

erin♿♿ @Berniewatson
RT @Sblahov: It is great that @lyft is providing this service, but Lyft, like other rider apps (cough cough @Uber) have issues with provid…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Disabled people want their voices heard - you cannot afford to ignore what is unique to us OR how disability is a…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Your response is inappropriate on this issue. Not only articles have been written, but also LAWSUITS. Listen to di…

Derek Hennen @derekhennen
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: Your response is inappropriate on this issue. Not only articles have been written, but also LAWSUITS. Listen to di…

Derek Hennen @derekhennen
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @swhelperorg: A1. It's important for us to recognize ability and transportant to the polls maybe a huge barrier. Absentee ballots maybe…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 I think this is my go to answer, but I think it's because it works: ask, "How can I be helpful?" and then listen! D…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.1 We just need people who are willing to help and not create inspiration porn out of it #MacroSW

spooky liminal nest @UntoNuggan
RT @Sblahov: It is great that @lyft is providing this service, but Lyft, like other rider apps (cough cough @Uber) have issues with provid…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: Q2: How can political candidates better educate themselves on the connection between disability and politics? How can…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @KateBur03449393: @nancy_kusmaul @Sblahov This is important! We need to give people with disabilities the best change to voice their ow…

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: A4 cont’d #MacroSW The best thing for someone to do is to take a supporting role and accept leadership from the disabled candi…

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
Two things #socialworkers can do: 1) Make sure folks know about absentee ballots if there are two many barriers to get to the polls. 2) Support and vote for candidates who also serve our clients best interest. #macrosw

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@KateBur03449393 @nancy_kusmaul Exactly! There are many times when people with disabilities and parents/caregivers butt heads. #MacroSW

Gianna Puliti @GiannaPuliti
@VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW social workers can advocate and work with the ADA in order to see what policies need work #MacroSW

Tinu Abayomi-Paul of Wakanda @Tinu
RT @Sblahov: It is great that @lyft is providing this service, but Lyft, like other rider apps (cough cough @Uber) have issues with provid…
Abby @socialworknerd_ 6 days ago
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson A2. The easiest way would be to talk about disability issues publicly. It seems like the only politician...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg...

Abby @socialworknerd_ 6 days ago
RT @swhelperorg: @lyft is offering 50% off and free rides to the polls for underserved communities on election day. https://t.co/ltBP9ZRP0U...

Abby @socialworknerd_ 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 they can actually listen/read what we have to say, stop talking over us and pay attention to our needs/concerns; th...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
A well-timed tweet - same day registration in these states- #macroSW

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled 6 days ago
RT @HinmonSarah: So many individuals have difficulty getting into the door! Lots of ramps are unequipped for wheelchairs and there are fall...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 6 days ago
RT @swhelperorg: Two things #socialworkers can do: 1) Make sure folks know about absentee ballots if there are two many barriers to get to...

🎉 Manic-pixie dream ghoulруз @Word_Hord 6 days ago
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg...

Abby @socialworknerd_ 6 days ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.1 the Disabled community has been pretty radical at times; we have an awesome history. You would think that with @N...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🆕️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A well-timed tweet - same day registration in these states- #macroSW https://t.co/iYOFTeqBlr

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A2 #MacroSW First and foremost, they need to make their campaigns accessible and inclusive. This isn't a one-time deal. This i…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont'd #MacroSW At @NCILAdvocacy, I've created the first-ever guide for campaigns to understand and implement accessibility…

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
A4: promote, support, help canvas, have open discussions about the candidates. There are a few large* social work networks (FB) that have been discussing supporting Kyrsten Sinema (a Social Worker). Side note Sinema is also being supported by artist @amandapalmer #MacroSW

Sarah Nelson @sweetsare
RT @VilissaThompson: HAPPENING TONIGHT! Join us at 9pm EST! #MacroSW https://t.co/JC3hydKXMN

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @Uber and @lyft are also problematic for disabled voters tho; many of their smaller…

Karen🌹 Zagoda @karenzagoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Your response is inappropriate on this issue. Not only articles have been written, but also LAWSUITS. Listen to di…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont'd #MacroSW They need to find and engage their local disability constituency. They can do this by reaching out to commu…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Some mobility, but if I'm in an RA/FM flareup that day, forget about it. We need *r…
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A2 cont’d #MacroSW The people who best know what campaigns can do to include and engage them are disabled prospective voters/c…

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
A4 Start with peer advocacy! Then, Encourage your people to attend city council, county commission, legislative sessions. Make a THING of visiting this stuff in action, together. #MacroSW

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
Actively invite candidates to come to your CILs and community centers. Share stats and information, and share stories. Have them come with you as you maneuver your wheelchair down city sidewalks amd attempt to get into reataurants and stores with ease. #macroSW

Karen🌹🌹Zgoda @karenzagoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.1 We just need people who are willing to help and not create inspiration porn out of it #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Exactly. #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Travel_MSW: A2: I think the Q is, how do we make politicians care? There are few and far between even to "the left" that seem to priori…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Last week, my friend had to miss an important event because DC-area paratransit was over 1.5 hours late. We need better options that are based on the reality that disabled people DO THINGS. #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: One way is to hire disabled people to be a part of their political campaigns so that they will be knowledgeable ab…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.3 It's more than just having a "feel good" candidates night. It's about being *with* us year round. Polis can't jus…
surskitty @surskitty
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @VilissaThompson: Your response is inappropriate on this issue. Not only articles have been written, but also LAWSUITS. Listen to di…

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @heydusti: A4 Start with peer advocacy! Then, Encourage your people to attend city council, county commission, legislative sessions. Mak…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2.4 as @mizzpicklezz points out, we are incredibly diverse: and many of us are multiple kinds of minority. Rather tha…

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @heydusti: Actively invite candidates to come to your CILs and community centers. Share stats and information, and share stories. Have t…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW There is a measure on the ballot in MD moving to allow same day registration. #macrosw

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: YES! I’ve seen some alleged "disability rights organizations" talk about parents and caregivers as if they ARE the disability…

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@VilissaThompson Hey Lyss..can I call you Lyss? Girl don't you LOVE IT when people try to dismiss your lived experience???🤔 I agree with you @VilissaThompson on Lyft and Uber getting it absolutely wrong on this venture. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Last week, my friend had to miss an important event because DC-area paratransit was…
surskitty @surskitty
RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg...

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @KateBur03449393: @nancy_kusmaul @Sblahov This is important! We need to give people with disabilities the best change to voice their ow...

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Last week, my friend had to miss an important event because DC-area paratransit was...

a.t. hetland 🦄.skinny ♀♀ @athetland
RT @Sblahov: It is great that @lyft is providing this service, but Lyft, like other rider apps (cough cough @Uber) have issues with providi...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @newsocialworker: Exactly. #MacroSW https://t.co/3Rtl152MN

Kassandra Mendez @Kassandra_Men
A4 We need people who genuinely care for the community, and are willing to go through the blood, sweat and tears to achieve their goals by challenging the stigmas and backlash. #SWO332 #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber and @Uber and @lyft are also problematic for disabled voters tho; many of their smaller...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AndreaH22189817: A:Absentee voting is inefficient in securing confidential and private voting for the disabled. Visual impairments- har...

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: Q3: How does barriers to voting impact the ability of disabled people to have their voices heard as an important votin...

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Some mobility, but if I'm in an RA/FM flareup that day, forget about it. We need *r...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: another issue to consider when working with people who have limited energy every day, getting to the polls can take a lot o…

👑👑 mizz_piclezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@Sblahov @TheMattSchwartz @lyft @Uber How is that even ok 😞 #MacroSW people lose jobs over stuff like that

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 we aren't counted, and we lose our collective power to be a force for change. We need, especially in these trying t…

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Sblahov: There are entire coalitions working on getting Uber and Lyft to become accessible. There has been litigation after litigation…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

Social Work Helper @swhelperorg
I never said there wasn't an issue, nor is the tone of this tweet necessary. I merely stated that its a matter of keeping trying, getting allies to support, and putting pressure on them to make changes. Reengagement is always necessary because that is how change is made. #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson Hey Lyss..can I call you Lyss? Girl don't you LOVE IT when people try to dismiss your lived experience??…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: There are entire coalitions working on getting Uber and Lyft to become accessible. There has been litigation after litigation…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @andrewh3221 Don't forget about intersectionality- people with disabilities can be Black, Latino, and every other possib…
A4 again. I think I missed the point in my previous answer. We can support candidates with disabilities by accompanying them to engagements, connecting them with our intersecting communities, and consulting to be sure their campaigns don’t get abled-washed by consultants #MacroSW

RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacl…

RT @Sblahov: A3 #MacroSW The voting process is inherently inaccessible, from registration through casting a ballot. @ACLU found that all bu…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

A4 again. I think I missed the point in my previous answer. We can support candidates with disabilities by accompanying them to engagements, connecting them with our intersecting communities, and consulting to be sure their campaigns don’t get abled-washed by consultants #MacroSW

RT @TaureeceW: A1- Disabilities can hinder people from exercising their right to vote and voicing their opinions by erecting voting obstacl…

RT @Sblahov: A3 #MacroSW The voting process is inherently inaccessible, from registration through casting a ballot. @ACLU found that all bu…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Last week, my friend had to miss an important event because DC-area paratransit was…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW these barriers include: inaccessible voter reg and election websites/sample ballots; voter ID laws; barrier…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW poll workers are biggest barrier, as they may not know how to interact with the accessible polling equipmen…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW these challenges are now being compounded by a push to return to hand-marked paper ballots and away from ac…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW in 2012, two Rutgers profs Doug Kruse and Lisa Schur found that over 30% of disabled voters experienced a b…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW these barriers include: inaccessible voter reg and election websites/sample ballots; voter ID laws; barrier…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW poll workers are biggest barrier, as they may not know how to interact with the accessible polling equipmen…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW these challenges are now being compounded by a push to return to hand-marked paper ballots and away from ac…

RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW these challenges are now being compounded by a push to return to hand-marked paper ballots and away from ac…

.@AAPD has excellent toolkits on conducting non-partisan candidate forums in the disability community, as well as questionnaires to send out to candidates. https://t.co/dyq7jvTDxH. Also @NpVOTE has great resources in this area. #MacroSW
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW local disability advocates are working on addressing these issues in their local election systems, but a to…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Our last question for the night in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A3 cont’d #MacroSW some people turn to mail-in as a more accessible system. For some folks it is, but for some with blindness/…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @heydusti: Actively invite candidates to come to your CILs and community centers. Share stats and information, and share stories. Have t…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: #MacroSW https://t.co/kAq6ng93SF

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @heydusti: A4 Start with peer advocacy! Then, Encourage your people to attend city council, county commission, legislative sessions. Mak…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson Hey Lyss..can I call you Lyss? Girl don't you LOVE IT when people try to dismiss your lived experience??…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson A3: Not just mechanics of voting, but representation policy: Geographic representation dilutes the abil…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚖️ @TheMattSchwartz
@Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Ugh that is so frustrating! Actual transportation, actual inclusion, actual ability to attend events ON TIME, and STAY for as long as we want! I had a driver the other day who was shocked that I had job: "but you're disabled tho" I was like "yes...yes I am..." #MacroSW https://t.co/m8TRdNDwiP

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚖️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: Our last question for the night in 1 minute! #MacroSW
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha...

Cara Liebowitz @spazgirl11
RT @Sblahov: There are entire coalitions working on getting Uber and Lyft to become accessible. There has been litigation after litigation....

spoopy local witch @kingdomofwench
RT @Sblahov: There are entire coalitions working on getting Uber and Lyft to become accessible. There has been litigation after litigation....

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Last week, my friend had to miss an important event because DC-area paratransit was...

Taureece Wilson @TaureeceW
Although the disabled community has a distribution of political affiliation and Ideological stances, the voices of 3 million disabled people still matter! I'm some cases, this may be enough to sway elections #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson Q3. Access is everything. Especially with regard to voting. Americans with disabilities can be discourag...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: @AAPD has excellent toolkits on conducting non-partisan candidate forums in the disability community, as well as questionnair...

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@mizzpicklezz @TheMattSchwartz @lyft @Uber It isn't, but @wmata doesn't seem to care. It is a massive problem. #MacroSW

Karen🌹🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Sblahov: @AAPD has excellent toolkits on conducting non-partisan candidate forums in the disability community, as well as questionnair...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @TheMattSchwartz @lyft @Uber Later in our schedule (Feb. 2019) we will be discussing accessible reliable public transporation as a #humanright. Stay tuned! #MacroSW

Melisande @Mmmelisande
RT @Sblahov: .@AAPD has excellent toolkits on conducting non-partisan candidate forums in the disability community, as well as questionnair…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Travel_MSW: A4: promote, support, help canvas, have open discussions about the candidates. There are a few large* social work networks…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TaureeceW: Although the disabled community has a distribution of political affiliation and Ideological stances, the voices of 3 million…

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: .@AAPD has excellent toolkits on conducting non-partisan candidate forums in the disability community, as well as questionnair…

Social Work Helper @swhelporg
@VilissaThompson I never said there wasn't an issue, nor is the tone of this tweet necessary. I merely stated that its a matter of keeping trying, getting allies to support, and putting pressure on them to make changes. Reengagement is always necessary because that is how change is made #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson Hey Lyss..can I call you Lyss? Girl don't you LOVE IT when people try to dismiss your lived experience??…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @newsocialworker: Exactly. #MacroSW https://t.co/3Rtl152MN

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Ugh that is so frustrating! Actual transportation, actual inclusion, actual ability…
@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@GiannaPuliti @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW Now that is #MacroSW. Social workers need to be in the rooms that policies are being formulated in...we SWs need better pathways into policy rooms.

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: Your response is inappropriate on this issue. Not only articles have been written, but also LAWSUITS. Listen to di...

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber OMG I always love seeing this Tweet. Ableism is pervasive in society and some people still can't FATHOM that we have jobs, relationships, social lives, and reasons to leave the house. It's infuriating. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: @AAPD has excellent toolkits on conducting non-partisan candidate forums in the disability community, as well as questionnair...

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW We have same-day registration in Wyoming, which is great because registering to vote here any other day literally requires a trip to the courthouse and a notary signature. #macroSW

La Shawn 🥂 @ldsimmons12
RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I'm John Halloran. I'm an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Your dismissal of the power & proaction of the disabled community was rude and insulting on this matter. There has been action on getting ride-sharing accessible for years - this isn't new to us. Listen to us when we speak on our realities as a co-conspirator. #MacroSW

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW There is a measure on the ballot in MD moving to allow same day registration. #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Q5: What can social workers do to work as co-conspirators to disabled candidates and the collective community regarding political issues that pertains to us? #MacroSW
Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson Hey Lyss...can I call you Lyss? Girl don't you LOVE IT when people try to dismiss your lived experience??...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @Uber and @lyft are also problematic for disabled voters tho; many of their smaller...

Carly Auchey @AucheyCarly
A4 supporting and advocating! But more importantly, just ask and be willing to find ways to support a candidate with disabilities running for office. It's not hard to just ask what you can do to help #macroSW #swo33218

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Some mobility, but if I'm in an RA/FM flareup that day, forget about it. We need *r...

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @GiannaPuliti @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW Now that is #MacroSW . Social workers need to be in the rooms that polici...

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
"Help isn't help if it's not helpful. Help that is not helpful can actually do harm." As professionals, we must ask those we are trying to help what they need & listen to what is said - making 'help' something that is co-created & silencing is avoided. - Pat Deegan #MacroSW https://t.co/4yYuiDYZdN

Jessica Lavallee @JVALL33
A1. Disability also includes learning/intellectual disabilities. Let us not forget about those who need our support. Supplemental Security Income provides financial and social aid for children and adults who are in need. Vote for those who are ready to help. #MacroSW #swo332

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @Sblahov @TheMattSchwartz @lyft @Uber How is that even ok 😓 #MacroSW people lose jobs over stuff like that

jyouunjennapark @jyouunjennapark
@featherplus68 @VilissaThompson I agree. I think transportation is one of important parts. #macrosw #SWO33218
Abby @socialworknerd
RT @Sblahov: It is great that @lyft is providing this service, but Lyft, like other rider apps (cough cough @Uber) have issues with providi…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber OMG I always love seeing this Tweet. Ableism is pervasive in society and some peopl…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: @mizzpicklezz @TheMattSchwartz @lyft @Uber It isn't, but @wmata doesn't seem to care. It is a massive problem. #MacroSW

theGreat @HotAsHelen
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @GiannaPuliti @VilissaThompson @OfficialMacroSW Now that is #MacroSW. Social workers need to be in the rooms that polici…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Q5: What can social workers do to work as co-conspirators to disabled candidates and the collective community regardin…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @HinmonSarah: So many individuals have difficulty getting into the door! Lots of ramps are unequipped for wheelchairs and there are fall…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.1 We just need people who are willing to help and not create inspiration porn out of it #MacroSW

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 I think this is my go to answer, but I think it's because it works: ask, "How can I be helpful?" and then listen! D…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: "Help isn't help if it's not helpful. Help that is not helpful can actually do harm." As professionals, we must ask thos…

#MacroSW Healthcare Social Media Transcript October 18th 2018
Karen 🌹🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber OMG I always love seeing this Tweet. Ableism is pervasive in society and some peopl…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber OMG I always love seeing this Tweet. Ableism is pervasive in society and some peopl…

Karen 🌹🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Your dismissal of the power & proaction of the disabled community was rude and insulting on this matter. There has be…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: @mizzpicklezz @TheMattSchwartz @lyft @Uber It isn't, but @wmata doesn't seem to care. It is a massive problem. #Macro

Sarah Hinmon @HinmonSarah
@VilissaThompson Advocate for them by making the rest of our population understand they have views like you and me. Last election, for the most part, individuals with and without disabilities had similar viewpoints on big topics. They agreed! Disability doesn't mean incapable. #SWO33218 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑️ @TheMattSchwartz
@Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @wmata @NFTAMetro makes vague attempts at pretending to look like maybe one day they might possibly think about pretending to potentially ponder the concept of caring and becoming easily inclusive...possibly #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: "Help isn't help if it's not helpful. Help that is not helpful can actually do harm." As professionals, we must ask thos…

Khaled Alrasheedi @kyalrasheedi
Sometimes it can be really difficult that a person with a disability would not be able to vote because all of the barriers. Having a accessible booth is great, but there are many different types of disabilities. #MacroSW #SWO033218

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑️ @TheMattSchwartz
A5: Vote us into office #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Q5: What can social workers do to work as co-conspirators to disabled candidates and the collective community regar…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A5 #MacroSW Try to engage candidates on the ballots to take notice and interact with the disability community. Despite our size, we aren't seen as a voting bloc with important issues & concerns.

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A5 cont'd #MacroSW By raising the profile of local disability advocates and issues, you will help us to engage those in power to recognize and respond to us.

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
A5 cont'd #MacroSW And as I said in response to Q4, play a supporting role to disabled candidates as they try to navigate an inaccessible process and work on addressing ableist attitudes toward disabled candidates and voters.

ITTIC @UBittic
A5: Support and help reduce barriers to voting for marginalized populations- build upon the trauma-informed value/principle of empowerment. https://t.co/vCCu4wS1E9 #macrosw

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @AucheyCarly: A4 supporting and advocating! But more importantly, just ask and be willing to find ways to support a candidate with disab…

Karen Devine @karendevine84
RT @TaureeceW: Although the disabled community has a distribution of political affiliation and Ideological stances, the voices of 3 million…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: "Help isn't help if it's not helpful. Help that is not helpful can actually do harm." As professionals, we must ask thos…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kyalrasheedi: Sometimes it can be really difficult that a person with a disability would not be able to vote because all of the barrier…
Taureece Wilson @TaureeceW
A4- By offering services that assist the functional limitations of disabled people and guide them in performing necessary duties and roles. They also can encourage the disabled through social movements #MacroSW @VilissaThompson

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: A5 #MacroSW Try to engage candidates on the ballots to take notice and interact with the disability community. Despite our siz…

Jennifer Wolff @JustJennOT
RT @Aide38278342: A1: IT is important because we need to accommodate certain things in order for disable individuals to have proper access…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A5: Support and help reduce barriers to voting for marginalized populations- build upon the trauma-informed value/principle of…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW By raising the profile of local disability advocates and issues, you will help us to engage those in power…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5: Vote us into office #MacroSW

spoopy local witch @kingdomofwench
1: shush and LISTEN to disabled folks. We like to think we know it all, and a lot of us know NOTHING #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW And as I said in response to Q4, play a supporting role to disabled candidates as they try to navigate an i…

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
RT @AlyssaLotmore: "Help isn't help if it's not helpful. Help that is not helpful can actually do harm." As professionals, we must ask thos…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @wmata @NFTAMetro makes vague attempts at pretending to look like maybe one day the…
Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
@TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @wmata @NFTAMetro. @wmata literally killed a man (a wheelchair user) last week, so I guess inconveniencing my friend by utterly failing to pick her up is an improvement in their mind. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW By raising the profile of local disability advocates and issues, you will help us to engage those in power…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @kingdomofwench: 1: shush and LISTEN to disabled folks. We like to think we know it all, and a lot of us know NOTHING #MacroSW https://t…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW And as I said in response to Q4, play a supporting role to disabled candidates as they try to navigate an i…

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5: Vote us into office #MacroSW

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @UBittic: A5: Support and help reduce barriers to voting for marginalized populations- build upon the trauma-informed value/principle of…

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Sblahov: A5 #MacroSW Try to engage candidates on the ballots to take notice and interact with the disability community. Despite our siz…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A5: Support and help reduce barriers to voting for marginalized populations- build upon the trauma-informed value/principle of…

👑 mizz_picklezz👑 @mizzpicklezz
@VilissaThompson Q5. SWs can help drive the changes forward..from evaluating policy to agitating on behalf of Americans with disabilities for a specific outcome for a proposed policy change there’s a lot we can do #MacroSW
Karen 🌹🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW By raising the profile of local disability advocates and issues, you will help us to engage those in power…

spoopy local witch @kingdomofwench
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber OMG I always love seeing this Tweet. Ableism is pervasive in society and some peopl…

Karen 🌹🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW And as I said in response to Q4, play a supporting role to disabled candidates as they try to navigate an i…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: A5 #MacroSW Try to engage candidates on the ballots to take notice and interact with the disability community. Despite our siz…

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
RT @kingdomofwench: 1: shush and LISTEN to disabled folks. We like to think we know it all, and a lot of us know NOTHING #MacroSW https://t…

Karen 🌹🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A5: Support and help reduce barriers to voting for marginalized populations- build upon the trauma-informed value/principle of…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kingdomofwench: 1: shush and LISTEN to disabled folks. We like to think we know it all, and a lot of us know NOTHING #MacroSW https://t…

Aide @Aide38278342
I believe that by providing the right resources to them. Letting them know what are there rights as well so that they do not get abuse due to their incapacity. #MacroSW #SWO332

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TheMattSchwartz @TheMattSchwartz 2020! I'd vote for you. #macrosw

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
At @NCILAdvocacy, I run open-source databases of candidates with disabilities running in 2018 and 2019 (https://t.co/tkKiElps8i) and current elected officials (still being built out, https://t.co/UEwkwa11IF) #MacroSW
Whether you agree or disagree with the intent of my comment, diplomacy is always the better solution in how you respond. As I mention before, a lot of people disengage because they are afraid of getting it wrong. Also you can't assume b/c disability is not always visible #macrosw

RT @Travel_MSW: another issue to consider when working with people who have limited energy every day, getting to the polls can take a lot o…

RT @Sblahov: At @NCILAdvocacy, I run open-source databases of candidates with disabilities running in 2018 and 2019 (https://t.co/tkKlEIps8…

You were speaking over other people's experiences and insisting they needed to do something they've already been doing plus more. The tone of your tweet isn't necessary either - consider that this may be a moment when you need to step back and listen instead of arguing #MacroSW

RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson Q5. SWs can help drive the changes forward..from evaluating policy to agitating on behalf of Americans…

YES! #MacroSW

"Help isn't help if it's not helpful. Help that is not helpful can actually do harm." As professionals, we must ask thos…

A5 Keep an eye on policy, and not just in our own towns/states/provinces. Bad ideas spread same as good ideas! And always remind everyone around you that disabled people are the experts on themselves. Tell them until they cover their ears and back away from you. #macroSW

My time is up here..you all have a good night. #macrosw
Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
@VilissaThompson Q4: For online campaigning, social workers can follow the same algorithm tricks that businesses do to support candidates with disabilities while using their privilege to shield the candidate from the toxic feedback they may get in online social spaces (1/2). #macrosw #SWO33218

Karen🌹.Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Sblahov: At @NCILAdvocacy, I run open-source databases of candidates with disabilities running in 2018 and 2019 (https://t.co/tkKlEIps8…)

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
A5: Well, helping in every way possible to assure our basic survival is always a positive... in the face of threatened SSI/SSDI, Medicaid, ACA, food assistance, etc. cuts #MacroSW

Jessica Lavallee @JVALL33
14 million Americans receive disability checks from the government. These American's deserve every penny. We live in a democracy, we help our brothers. #swo332 #MacroSW

caitlinc @caitlin2200
Q4: Social workers can advocate for candidates with disabilities. Social workers can help those with disabilities to have equal opportunity when it comes to voting and less complications when voting! #macroSW #SW033518

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @heydusti: A5 Keep an eye on policy, and not just in our own towns/states/provinces. Bad ideas spread same as good ideas! And always rem…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Sblahov @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Ugh that is so frustrating! Actual transportation, actual inclusion, actual ability…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
Sadly, I've seen one instance of someone speaking over the lived experience of disabled people even in this chat (luckily, there was solidarity against that person from the rest of this great group!). We know what we're talking about, listen to us. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Sblahov: At @NCILAdvocacy, I run open-source databases of candidates with disabilities running in 2018 and 2019 (https://t.co/tkKlEIps8…)

#MacroSW Healthcare Social Media Transcript October 18th 2018 https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript/...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworknerd_: @swhelperorg You were speaking over other people’s experiences and insisting they needed to do something they’ve alrea…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A5 #MacroSW Try to engage candidates on the ballots to take notice and interact with the disability community. Despite our siz…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🍀 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Sblahov: At @NCILAdvocacy, I run open-source databases of candidates with disabilities running in 2018 and 2019 (https://t.co/tkKlEIps8…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW By raising the profile of local disability advocates and issues, you will help us to engage those in power…

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @mizzpicklezz: YES! #MacroSW https://t.co/bm3gCPcyPG

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Sblahov: A5 cont’d #MacroSW And as I said in response to Q4, play a supporting role to disabled candidates as they try to navigate an i…

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @heydusti: A5 Keep an eye on policy, and not just in our own towns/states/provinces. Bad ideas spread same as good ideas! And always rem…

Kyra Proulx 🌹 @KyraProulx
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @caitlin2200: Q4: Social workers can advocate for candidates with disabilities. Social workers can help those with disabilities to have…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: Q5: What can social workers do to work as co-conspirators to disabled candidates and the collective community regardin…
Abby @socialworknerd_ RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson Q5. SWs can help drive the changes forward..from evaluating policy to agitatating on behalf of Americans...

Abby @socialworknerd_ RT @kingdomofwench: 1: shush and LISTEN to disabled folks. We like to think we know it all, and a lot of us know NOTHING #MacroSW https://t...

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz "Bad ideas spread same as good ideas" ...A WORD. #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_ RT @VilissaThompson: Your dismissal of the power & proaction of the disabled community was rude and insulting on this matter. There has be...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚽 @TheMattSchwartz @nancy_kusmaul Thank you!!! I'll (hopefully) be doing my #DSW homework by then tho 😁 Maybe we can be on the same ticket for 2024? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @Sblahov: At @NCILAdvocacy, I run open-source databases of candidates with disabilities running in 2018 and 2019 (https://t.co/tkKlEIps8...

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti @TheMattSchwartz It sounds so simple, doesn’t it? #macroSW

Melisande @Mmmelisande RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav...

Melisande @Mmmelisande RT @Sblahov: @VilissaThompson My blind mentor was kept out of a Lyft ride just a few weeks ago because he had a service dog (which is illeg...

Sammy’s Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled Civility has brought us so far... #MacroSW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW</td>
<td>RT @heydusti: @TheMattSchwartz It sounds so simple, doesn't it? #macroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sammy's Planet is Burning</td>
<td>RT @Sblahov: At @NCILAdvocacy, I run open-source databases of candidates with disabilities running in 2018 and 2019 (<a href="https://t.co/tkKlEIps8%E2%80%A6">https://t.co/tkKlEIps8…</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoopy local witch</td>
<td>2. Realize that hi! Some of us social workers are disabled. The disabled community isn't separate from #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shafiq (might be a cat)</td>
<td>RT @VilissaThompson: Your dismissal of the power &amp; proaction of the disabled community was rude and insulting on this matter. There has be…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW</td>
<td>RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @wmata @NFTAMetro. @wmata literally killed a man (a wheelchair user) last week, so…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work Helper</td>
<td>RT @VilissaThompson Whether you agree or disagree with the intent of my comment, diplomacy is always the better solution in how you respond. As I mention before, alot of people disengage because they are afraid of getting it wrong. Also you can't assume b/c disability is not always visible #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilissa Thompson</td>
<td>Tonight's chat has been so engaging! It makes my disabled social worker heart happy! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MacroSW Moderator</td>
<td>RT @mizzpicklezz: &quot;Bad ideas spread same as good ideas&quot; ...A WORD. #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/Q8xB6BvDtK">https://t.co/Q8xB6BvDtK</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MacroSW Moderator</td>
<td>RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber @wmata @NFTAMetro. @wmata literally killed a man (a wheelchair user) last week, so…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight's chat has been so engaging! It makes my disabled social worker heart happy! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🟢 @TheMattSchwartz
@VilissaThompson thank you and Sblahov for hosting, and being the guest expert!!!! I *really* needed this chat after work today! <3 #macrosw

Kassandra Mendez @Kassandra_Men
@AndreaH22189817 exactly! It make me very curious as to why none of this has been fixed yet. #SWO332 #MacroSW

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @kingdomofwench: 2. Realize that hi! Some of us social workers are disabled. The disabled community isn't separate from #MacroSW https://…

Melisande @Mmmelisande
RT @Sblahov: @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @lyft @Uber Last week, my friend had to miss an important event because DC-area paratransit was…

👑👑 mizz_picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@socialworknerd_ @swhelperorg Agreed. @VilissaThompson clearly stated that the service of ridesharing companies to those with disabilities haven't been good. There have literally been lawsuits filed because of how bad it is. Not sure what's wrong with stating facts but #MacroSW 🙍

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🟢 @TheMattSchwartz
@VilissaThompson thank you and Sblahov for hosting and being the guest expert!!!! I *really* needed this chat after work today! <3 #macrosw

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: Sadly, I've seen one instance of someone speaking over the lived experience of disabled people even in this chat (luckily, the…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @VilissaThompson thank you and Sblahov for hosting, and being the guest expert!!!! I *really* needed this chat after w…
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @heydusti: A5 Keep an eye on policy, and not just in our own towns/states/provinces. Bad ideas spread same as good ideas! And always rem…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @VilissaThompson thank you and @Sblahov for hosting and being the guest expert!!!! I *really* needed this chat after w…

Abby @socialworknerd_
@swhelperorg You wouldn’t keep getting it wrong if you’d listen to the people who are trying to share their lived experience with you. Instead of getting defensive/disengaging use this as a learning opportunity #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @socialworknerd_ @swhelperorg Agreed. @VilissaThompson clearly stated that the service of ridesharing companies to those…

👑👑 mizz.picklezz👑👑 @mizzpicklezz
@VilissaThompson You are amazing ♥ #MacroSW https://t.co/E145R2wqh9

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Thank you to all that participated tonight! Please join us for next week’s #MacroSW chat: How Voter-Friendly is your Community? w/ Host Rachel L. West @poliSW and Guest Expert Tanya Smith @DrTSharpe.

John Carpenter’s “Halloran” @JoThoHalloran
I appreciated all of the new voices in #MacroSW tonight. Thank you all for sharing and participating, and I hope to see you again next week!

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Special thanks to our guest expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov)! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🇺🇸 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: Special thanks to our guest expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov)! #MacroSW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lavallee @JVALL33</td>
<td>Communication is key. Have a question? Ask someone. Get involved, do not be afraid. Advocating for answers can help our voting process become accessible for all. #swo332 #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW</td>
<td>goodnight y'all. this zebra is tired. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson</td>
<td>Archive for this chat, and past ones, will be shared later on &amp; posted here by @OfficialMacroSW. #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/xFCtQtFhV4">https://t.co/xFCtQtFhV4</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby @socialworknerd_</td>
<td>RT @OccupyDisabled: A5: Well, helping in every way possible to assure our basic survival is always a positive... in the face of threatened...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☢️ @TheMattSchwartz</td>
<td>RT @VilissaThompson: Archive for this chat, and past ones, will be shared later on &amp; posted here by @OfficialMacroSW. #MacroSW <a href="https://t">https://t</a>....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITTIC @UBittic</td>
<td>Good night and thank you for all the effort put into this chat tonight! #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby @socialworknerd_</td>
<td>RT @Sblahov: Sadly, I’ve seen one instance of someone speaking over the lived experience of disabled people even in this chat (luckily, the...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson</td>
<td>Have a good night, everyone! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10</td>
<td>@VilissaThompson Q4: ... This is by being one of many designated allies who always re-shares, likes, and comments on content consistently and who reinforces &amp; normalizes candidates w/ disabilities visible in political spaces by doing their part to help take on the comments/trolls (2/2) #macrosw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thanks to @Sblahov for her organizing and research AND being our guest expert tonight! #MacroSW (and to @VilissaThompson for great hosting, ) https://t.co/ hNv8EFXLQp

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
Thank you to everybody who participated in #MacroSW tonight. It was such a blast and I saw so many great comments from folks! Still reading through a lot of these very insightful answers.

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
And if you ever have questions or are working on something around this, feel free to reach out to me here or at my work, my email address is sarah@ncil.org #MacroSW.

RT @VilissaThompson: Archive for this chat, and past ones, will be shared later on & posted here by @OfficialMacroSW. #MacroSW https://t.co...

ReBecca Theodore-Vachon @FilmFatale_NYC
RT @VilissaThompson: Archive for this chat, and past ones, will be shared later on & posted here by @OfficialMacroSW. #MacroSW https://t.co...

SpookyDykeOnThePrairie @heydusti
Agreed! This was my first #macroSW chat and I will be back. Thanks, everyone!

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @kingdomofwench: 2. Realize that hi! Some of us social workers are disabled. The disabled community isn't separate from #MacroSW https://t.co/

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
I need to go pet Akiva now, before she signs up for her own twitter handle & starts bad mouthing me to the CatChat or something lol #macrosw
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson  
RT @mizzpicklezz: @socialworknerd_ @swhelperorg Agreed. @VilissaThompson clearly stated that the service of ridesharing companies to those…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @heydusti: Agreed! This was my first #macroSW chat and I will be back. Thanks, everyone! https://t.co/7QWUjuaSlm

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @Sblahov: And if you ever have questions or are working on something around this, feel free to reach out to me here or at my work, my em…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10  
RT @VilissaThompson: Q4: How can social workers better support candidates with disabilities running for office? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @Sblahov: Thank you to everybody who participated in #MacroSW tonight. It was such a blast and I saw so many great comments from folks!…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks to @Sblahov for her organizing and research AND being our guest expert tonight! #MacroSW (and to @VilissaThom…

Jessica Lavallee @JVALL33  
@Kassandra_Men At each poll center there should be someone able aid the visually impaired and hearing disabled. If someone has a question, or does not know where to go staff should be prepared to help them. Equality means we ALL have the ability to access the same resources. #MacroSW #swo332

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @VilissaThompson: Have a good night, everyone! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz  
RT @UBittic: Good night and thank you for all the effort put into this chat tonight! #macrosw

Abby @socialworknerd_  
@VilissaThompson You’re a rockstar. Thanks for all you do! #macrosw
Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @swhelperorg: This is exactly right! #macrosw https://t.co/N4VdMViCAG

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @VilissaThompson: Thank you to all that participated tonight! Please join us for next week’s #MacroSW chat: How Voter-Friendly is your…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
Thank you all, and this has been a wonderful chat. I’ve seen the #MacroSW hashtag many times and this was a blast tonight!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Thank you @VilissaThompson and @Sblahov #macrosw https://t.co/DH2aUBQQMZ

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JVALL33: @Kassandra_Men At each poll center there should be someone able aid the visually impaired and hearing disabled. If someone has…

andrewh332 @andrewh3221
A5: As social workers we can raise awareness for candidate and voters with disabilities by advocating at at local level at local town halls or any community centers. Contact candidates and voters with disabilities to see how who can be of service. #MacroSW #SWO33218

ReBecca Theodore-Vachon @FilmFatale_NYC
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight's #MacroSW Guest Expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov), is the Disability Vote Organizer for @NCILAdvocacy, where…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @HinmonSarah: @Kassandra_Men A3: Nearly ⅔ of the 137 polling places inspected on Election Day 2016 had at least one impediment to people…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: I appreciated all of the new voices in #MacroSW tonight. Thank you all for sharing and participating, and I hope to see…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @caitlin2200: I agree Kaitlyn! Everyone deserves a voice and the fact that a huge percent of our population is not able to share their v…
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @VilissaThompson You are amazing❤ #MacroSW https://t.co/E145R2wqh9

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Thank you to all that participated tonight! Please join us for next week’s #MacroSW chat: How Voter-Friendly is your…

Abby @socialworknerd_
Might’ve shown up late to the #MacroSW chat but got here just in time to support others in shutting down those ignorant comments 😂 sad I couldn’t engage more tonight but still awesome to read through others’ responses!

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @andrew3221: A3: Barriers stopping people who are disabled from voting have a significant impact towards suppressing the vote. If peopl…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: Thank you to everybody who participated in #MacroSW tonight. It was such a blast and I saw so many great comments from folks!…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Sblahov: And if you ever have questions or are working on something around this, feel free to reach out to me here or at my work, my em…

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Thank you @VilissaThompson and @Sblahov #macrosw https://t.co/DH2aUBQQMZ

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov
RT @socialworknerd_: Might’ve shown up late to the #MacroSW chat but got here just in time to support others in shutting down those ignoran…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @JoThoHalloran: @Kaitlyn58514979 And if you can’t get in the door, is it really a right? #MacroSW
The Guerrilla Librarian @DagbokDog
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Thank you @VilissaThompson and @Sblahov #macrosw https://t.co/DH2aUBQQMZ

Theodore99 @Theodore99
RT @TheMattSchwartz: #THIIIIIIIIS @WNYIL worked *SO HARD* to try and get @Uber to agree to SOME KIND of accessibility...instead, when I've ha...

Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov @JVALL33 @Kassandra_Men In Washington DC, there aren't necessarily ADA experts at every polling place, but they hire ADA-focused poll workers to go from location to location to address access issues. #MacroSW

Melisande @Mmmelisande RT @Sblahov: A2 cont'd #MacroSW At @NCILAdvocacy, I've created the first-ever guide for campaigns to understand and implement accessibility…

Khaled Alrasheedi @kyalarasheedi The process of voting can be much easier for people with disabilities, we just need to listen to what they need and make it happen and if we every person with a disability to vote and a big change can happen during the elections. #macroSW #SWO33218

Laura Hoge, LCSW, LCADC @LauraHoge @VilissaThompson A5: We need to be actively anti-ableist interpersonally & institutionally. This happens by following leadership that already exists, amplifying voices of power from within, & setting up systems of accountability so that our intentions are always in line with our impact. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW RT @LauraHoge: @VilissaThompson A5: We need to be actively anti-ableist interpersonally & institutionally. This happens by following leader…

Melisande @Mmmelisande RT @JoThoHalloran: @VilissaThompson Hi, folks, I'm John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at Lewis University. #MacroSW…

Yarneccia D. Dyson @YarnDyson I've been enjoying tonight's discussion on #MacroSW chat! @OfficialMacroSW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarneccia D. Dyson @YarnDyson</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon W @UniqueBrownGirl</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov | 6 days ago | RT @VilissaThompson: Special thanks to our guest expert, Sarah Blahovec (@Sblahov)!

#MacroSW |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Vote Nov 6 Blahovec @Sblahov</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Dubs @TantrumThrower1</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarneccia D. Dyson @YarnDyson</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoopy liminal nest @UntoNuggan</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spoopy liminal nest @UntoNuggan</td>
<td>6 days ago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jon Pincus @jdp23
RT @VilissaThompson: Your response is inappropriate on this issue. Not only articles have been written, but also LAWSUITS. Listen to di…

Sammy's Planet is Burning @OccupyDisabled
RT @Sblahov: This is a great model for allyship! Centering those who should be centered while lifting the burdens that they may experience…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @VilissaThompson: Tonight's chat has been so engaging! It makes my disabled social worker heart happy! #MacroSW

Rebecca Cokley @RebeccaCokley
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @Sblahov: This is a great model for allyship! Centering those who should be centered while lifting the burdens that they may experience…

Yarneccia D. Dyson @YarnDyson
Many thanks to you @VilissaThompson for your energy and insights! #MacroSW

DJD @ddicorcia
RT @VilissaThompson: Companies like Lyft are getting it wrong because they are not ensuring accessible rides for disabled people. They hav…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @Sblahov: Thank you to everybody who participated in #MacroSW tonight. It was such a blast and I saw so many great comments from folks!…

Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10
RT @VilissaThompson: Archive for this chat, and past ones, will be shared later on & posted here by @OfficialMacroSW. #MacroSW https://t.…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @LauraHoge: @VilissaThompson A5: We need to be actively anti-ableist interpersonally & institutionally. This happens by following leader…
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson</td>
<td>#MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson</td>
<td>#MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Transue-Woolston @ProfessorT10</td>
<td>RT @kingdomofwench: 2. Realize that hi! Some of us social workers are disabled. The disabled community isn't separate from #MacroSW https:/…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW</td>
<td>RT @YarnDyson: I've been enjoying tonight's discussion on #MacroSW chat! @OfficialMacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW</td>
<td>RT @Sblahov: Thank you all, and this has been a wonderful chat. I've seen the #MacroSW hashtag many times and this was a blast tonight! htt…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Davis @professor_cindy</td>
<td>RT @socworkpodcast: The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen t…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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